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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the perceptions of lower secondary school te2chers about the

utilisation of a design process. Seven Design and Technology teachers from government
and private secondary schools, situated in Perth metropolitan area, were selected. The
participants have been using a design process in lower secondary school for at least

eighteen months prior to the study. Each participant was interviewed individually and the
interviews were audio-recorded.

The Education Department of Western Australia considers a design process as a central
element in the Technology and Enterprise learning area of the Student Outcome

Statements. However, not much is known about how this problem-solving process may
be used in lower secondary schools. This study found that although the teachers may

have encountered a design process in their teaching, they are not all convinced about its
practicality in Design and Technology. The real issue which emerged from this study is
that attention should be given to the teaching of a design process in schools.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Background to the Study

In June 1989, the Australian Education Council (AEC) endorsed a set ofil.rational Goals
for Australian Schools. These goals sought to give education systems and schools a

conunon sense of purpose (Australian Education Council, 1992). The framework became
known as the Hobart Declaration. In the Hobart Declaration there were two aims

expressed which are of particular relevance to Technology Education:
• To respond to the current and emerging social needs of the nation, and to

provide those skills which will allow students maximum flexibility and
adaptability in their future employment and other aspects of life.
• To develop in students
skills of an.alysis and problem-solving;
skills of information processing and computing;
an understanding of the role of science and technology in society with
scientific and technological skills;
an appreciation and understanding of, and concern for, balanced
development and global environment; and

a capacity to exercise judgement in matters of morality, ethics and social
justice (Australian Education Council, 1992, p. !).

The Hobart Declaration was one of the first steps towards national 'collaborative
curriculum' work (Willmott, 1994, p. 41). This resulted in the production of statements
and profiles in eight broad learning areas, one of which was Technology. The statements

and profiles reflected a framework for curriculum and for assessment and reporting
(Curriculum Corporation, 1993; Hill, 1994; Mann, 1994). The work on the national
curriculum continued for some years, and it was expected that at a meeting in Perth, on
2 July 1993, the Commonwealth and State Ministers responsible for education and
training would endorse the national documents (Bowman, 1993). Instead, they decided
to refer the national profiles to the States and Territories ..for review and for decisions
I

about how they were to be used" (Education Department, 1994a, p. 9). Since then, each

state has commenced work on tailoring the national profile to suit its own priorities
(Mann, 1994; Mann, personal connnunication, April4, 1995).

The Education Department of Western Australian (EDWA) has published its own
version of the Student Outcomes Statements (Education Department, 1994a). It is

expected that. in this state where the Student Outcome Statements and national profiles
have Uecome a multi-million dollar investment for the Education Department, the

education system will be provided with a powerfui tool for planning and accountability
(McCreddin, 1993). Some other uses of the Student Outcome Statements mentioned in

the literature were:
• to set targets for student learning (Hill, 1994),
• to analyse students' work (Using the technology profile, 1994),

• to highlight positive statements about what a student has achieved (McAlister, 1994),
- in diagnosing student strengths and weaknesses
-in identifying gaps in the areas needing furtlter attention.
• to plan a curriculum, to plan an assessment program, to record student progress and
to judge achievement (Mclean, 1994).

In the Student Outcomes Statements, eight learning areas from the national profiles were

selected. However, the Technology learning area was changed into the Technology and
Enterprise learning area to include a wider variety of subjects. Design and Technology is
one of the subjects which appear in this learning area. Design and Technology represents
the adaptation of the traditional Industrial (Manual) Arts cutriculum to the changes
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which have occurred in society and the economy as a result of technological
developments in the last decade.

The Technology and Enterprise learning area proposes four interdependent strands of
learning as the base for the planning of technology programs in schools. These strands
are

de~;igning,

defines

the

making and appraising; materials; information; and systems. Each strand
content,

skills

and

processes

of

the

curriculum

(Curriculum

Corporation, 1994), and the process of designing, making and appraising (DMA
approach) is presented as central to Technology Education. Figure I shows how the
strands relate to each other.

DESIGNING, MAKING & APPRAISING

1
SYSi-EMs

1

1

INFOR~ATION

MATERIAL
-

Figure I. Strands in Technology & Enterprise Learning Area.

The DMA approach infers problem-solving without explicitly stating so:
Designing, making and appraising is a process through which students develop
ideas and create imaginative solutions for the learning tasks in which they are
engaged. They participate in decisions about what to do, why it should be done,
how it should be done, and how what has been done might be improved
(Australian Education Council, 1994, p. 4).

The Purpose of the Study
This study investigated Design and Technology teachers • perceptions of the design
process. It described what teachers knew about the design process, and how they
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translated their knowledge and perceptions of the design process into their teaching. The
study identified the different ways in which the design process might be used in Design
and Technology and some of the challenges encountered in applying the design process
within the learning environment of secondary schools. This study has also investigated
how the selected Design and Technology teachers monitor and assess students'
achievements in lower secondary schools.
Tbe Si2nificance of tbe Study
This study is significant for two main reasons. Firstly, it is done in a period when the
Education Department of Western Australia is considering a long term goal - a vision of
schooling in the year 2000. In this context, the habits, beliefs, attitudes and expectations
of teachers are elements which should be looked at in order to understand the current
reality and to smooth the process of change. Secondly, the study takes into account the
curriculum change which is affecting Design and Technology teachers. This change
consists of two concurrent moves: a move towards outcome-based education and a
move towards Technology Education.

The possible implementation of the Student Outcome Statements in Western Australia is
a factor which may affect the teaching of Design and Technology and the methodology
used to teach the subject. The main argument for this assumption is that the design
process being central to the Technology and Enterprise learning area, the methodologies
used will be re-oriented towards the teaching of design.

Also, the Education Department (1994b) has indicated that in the near future, schools

will be asked to demonstrate accountability using Student Outcome Statements. Tills
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accountability exercise will automatically include the use of a design process because
students' achievements may be demonstrated through a design process. Moreover, a
design process may act either as a catalyst or as a hindrance to the new approach in
Technology Education. So this study is appropriate as it focuses on a change which has a
direct impact on the school curriculum.

Finally, as there is a perceived increased role for technology in today's society- including
the Australian society, it is of prime importance that the teachers' perspective on the
issue is reflected through empirical qualitative research.

The Problem

The problem was to investigate teachers' perceptions of how the designing, making and
appraising approach in Design and Technology might be used to demonstrate students'
achievements.

Research Questions

The following research questions were addressed in this study:
Question one: a)
b)

What is a design process?
How do Design and Technology teachers view the different
elements of a design process?

Question two:

How does the inclusion of a design process affect the teaching
and learning process?
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Question three:

What do teachers look for when they assess students'
achievements in Design and Technology?

Question four:

How can a design process be taught ic lower secondary
schools?

Definitions of Terms
'Design and Technology'. Design and Technology is one of the areas of stGdy in the
Technology and Enterprise learning area.

'Design process'. The process used to solve technological problems. It contains elements
such as investigating, designing, making, testing, using, and appraising. It is a creative
problem solving tool.

'DMA approach'. DMA approach means designing, making, and appraising approach. It

is also referred to as the design process.

'Student Outcome Statements'. Student Outcome Statements are defmed by the National

Professional Development Program - NPDP as a framework to describe student learning
achievements (NPDP, 1995).

'Technology'. ''Technology is a body of knowledge and actions about: applying

resources; developing, producing, using, and assessing; extending the human potential;
controlling and modifying the environment" (Wright & Lauda, 1993, p.3).
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'Technology and Enterprise'. Technology and Enterprise is one of the eight learning

areas of the curriculum in Western Australia.

'Technology Education'. ''The development and application of ideas and practices by
students through the process of designing, making and appraising" (Australian Education
Council, 1991, p. 1).
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
It is a widely accepted view that the purpose of school is to give children a broad and

general education for life. The curriculum has been concerned with the "learning which is
planned or guided by the school" (Kerr, 1968, p.16). In the planning of the formal

curriculum, schools decide on priorities and devise ways and means of putting them into
practice. The current literature on the issue indicates that Technology Education is
appropriate for our time. The literature argues that Technology Education is evolving
from a skills-based subject to a process-based subject. The literature also describes the

methodology of technology as a design process (McCloy, 1984). The use of a desigu

process in school may have considerable educational implications.

Different models of design processes are used in schools throughout the world. Some
models may project a distorted view of how thinking and problem-solving develop in

classroom situations. In fact, the question of how any design process should be taught in
schools remains unanswered. On one side, the design process is considered as central to
Technology Education, and on the other side, there is little empirical evidence to support
the benefits of this process in learning.

This literature review also looked at the rationale for Technology Education, the aim and
nature of Technology Education, the methodology of technology, and outcome-based
education and competence-based assessment.
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Technology
Technology deals with the human-built world. Nowadays, technology penneates every
aspect of our life (De Bono, 1971; Down, 1989; Mattick, 1987). A simplistic and largely
historical view of teclmology is to see technology as the application of science. However,
the nature of this link is now disputed (Gardner, 1994; Gilbert, 1992; Turnbull, 1991).
There exists some fundamental differences between the scientific method used in science
and the design method used jn Technology Education. In fact, science is motivated by
curiosity and its outcome is the confirmation, modification or rejection of a hypothesis,
whereas design is motivated by a need and its outcome is the development of a solution
(McCloy, 1984; McCrory, 1974).

Goetsch & Nelson (1987) described technology as "people using tools, resources and
processes to solve problems or to extend their capability" (p. 4). The extension of human
capability is indeed a striking element in technology. This has resulted in opportunities
unimaginable only a few years ago. For example, computers and machines carry out
work with more precision, in less time, and without fatigue in comparison with people.
Still, technology should not be equated solely with machinery or artefacts.

A generally accepted definition of technology implicitly includes the design process:
"technology is a body of knowledge and actions about applying resources; developing,
producing, using, and assessing; extending the human potentiai; controlling and
modifying the environment" (Wright & Lauda, 1993, p.3). In this defutition, reference is
made to developing, producing, using, and assessing. These elements of technology are
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also the main elements of numerous models of design processes (Hanks, Belliston, &
Edwards, 1978; McCrory, 1974; Schon in De Yore, 1980; Toft, 1987; illlman, 1992).

Technology Education
Wright & Lauda (1993) descrihe Technology Education as "an educational program that

assists people develop an understanding and competence in designing, producing, and
using technology products and systems, and in assisting the appropriateness of
technological actions" (p.4}. The main objective of this educational program is to
develop technological literacy and technological capability. There is a need for people to
be technologically literate. According to Booth (1989), technology literacy can he

described as "the need for students to see how society is being reshaped by our
inventions" (p. 84). Indeed, this fast changing society needs people who are equipped

with a new set of competencies which would help them understand, and have control of
the new social, economic, cultural and technological issues: ''Today's and tomorrcw's
society will require an educated, infonned, and technologically literate citizenry to
function in a meaningful way" (Benzie, n.d., p. 10). This view reflects that of
De Yore (1988).

Williams (1993 & 1994) stated that the social focus on Technology Education has shown

that Technology Education is vital for students, and that it is an important issue in the
designing of a core curriculum. Indeed, Technology Education is a unique subject in the
school curriculum. In this school discipline, knowledge, creativity and resources are
applied to extend human potential and to solve problems (The Technology Education
Curriculum K-12 cited in Booth, 1989). Thus, problem solving, while not heing the
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major component of technology, remains nevertheless an important one. Consequently,
students may be expected to learn about designing, producing, and using.

The need for Technology Education was identified in the document Technology for
Australian schools:
Technology contributes to changes in cultural, social, environmental and
economic circumstances as well as to changes in perceptions, attitudes and values
. . . Changes occurring in societies and environments demand that people in
Australia become more innovative, knowledgeable, skillful, adaptable and
enterprising. Meeting these needs enhances personal fulfilment and empowers all
members of the community (regardless of gender, cultural background or age) to
participate in and make worthwhile contributions to society (Australian
Education Council, 1992, p.l).

Teclmology Education is a relatively new component in the curriculum, and because of
this situation, no one has 'the' model which should be implemented in schools.
Technology Education programs "encourage students to use technology productively
and to become enterprising people" (Education Department, l994b, p. 2). The aim of
Technology Education is to make people in Australia technologically literate, innovative
and resourceful, skillful and responsible (Australian Education Council, 1991 & 1992).
Much emphasis is put on the ability of students to develop their capabilities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

take independent and interdependent action;
understand the principles and concepts that underpin innovations;
use processes and products with skill and confidence;
devise imaginative responses to challenges;
think critically about personal, local and global consequences;
be conversant with technical language and conventions;
work individually and co~operatively with others;
produce appropriate social, environmental and economic outcomes;
appreciate the contribution of technology to society;
reflect on past practices and future opportunities; and
understand the influence special interest groups can exert.
(Australian Education Council, 1991, p. 2)
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1

Practical Education
Fonnerly, the school curriculum was designed to cope with two categories of students:
the academically inclined students and the students considered as being less able. The

academic students were directed to study languages and sciences, whereas the other
students were directed to the workshops to do practical (or vocational) subjects. In the

practical subjects, there was much emphasis on the development of psycho-motor skills.
''The emphasis was on the development of the student's sensori-motor system with
generally little attention being paid to what was being gained in the cognitive/process

area" (Brown & Hegney, n.d., p. 2). Manipulative skills were taught in a way reminiscent
of the Swedish Sloyd system where students had to master progressively a set of specific
skills

according

to

a

pre-established

plan

(Salmon,

1980;

Salomon

in

Householder, 1972).

Fonnerly, manual work was recommended as a practice to shape the characters of the
working people and to instill in them values such as honesty, integrity and the dignity of
labour (Dodd, 1978). According to this belief, manual work would lead to an

improvement in moral behaviour (Penfold, 1988). However, in the process of its
evolution, training in manual work has only been associated with the working class and
the criminal classes (Penfold, 1988; Smithers & Robinson, 1992). As a result, the
practical subjects have remained at the bottom of the academic hierarchy (Dodd, 1978;
Penfold. 1988).

In Western Australia, Deschamp (1991) noted, in a review of Manual Arts, "the fact that
in many schools few of the academically able students enrol in Manual Arts adds to the
perception that it is an area for less able students" (p.S). Because of the historical
12

background of Manual Arts, it was not astonishing to learn that Deschamp' findings
mirrored the conunents made in England by Penfold (1988) about the identification of

practical subjects with the less able pupils. To express it in lay tenns, practical subjects
were viewed as dirty subjects for dumb people.

In fact, the real issue was the sharply defined division of human-kind's ability into two,
namely: intellectual ability and manual ability. And for unknown reasons, those who
worked mostly with their heads had a higher respectability than those who worked

mostly with their hands. Consequently, the head was given more consideration in fonnal
education: "It is a criticism of our modern technological education that it concentrates on
the head, to the detriment of heart and hands" (McCloy, 1984, p. 239). Thus, practical
education (including Manual Arts) has been associated with working with the hands only

and with the making of concrete objects.

Marsden & Marsden (1994) do not believe in the dichotomy of head and hand. They
used a graphical model of interaction between mind and hand, which was developed by
Professo:r Richard Kimbell, to stress the essence of Design and Technology: "the

dynamic interrelationship between mode1ling ideas in the mind and modelling ideas in
reality is. the_ cornerstone of capability in design and technology and is described as
'thought in action"' (p. 5).

While the "know how" is considered an important element in Technology Education, this
does not restrict Technology Education to the teaching of practical or vocational
subjects. In fact, Layton (1993) has noted that "general education is being
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vocationalised, whilst vocational education is being generalised" (p.ll) - meaning that
vocational education is merging into general education. This implies that in practice, tlte
compartmentalisation of subjects for vocational purposes is no longer relevant, even if
one specific feature of Teqhnology Education is practical action.

In this context, Marsden & Marsden (1994) point out that technological capability is

concerned with two factors. The first factor is the use of resourc.:.s. Resources include
the concepts as well as the processes. The second factor is the task which must be
structured to facilitate learning. Both factors are used in finding a solution to a human
need. Accordingly, technological capability combined with practical action distinguishes
technology from the other areas of the curriculum.

Approaches to the Teaching of Technology
A wide range of teaching strategies are used in Technology Education. These include
brainstonning, and co-operative learning. All these techniques are appropriate for
teaching

problem-solving

techniques.

Co-operative

learning,

for

example,

is

recommended by Christensen & Martin (1992) as "one of the most effective structures
for teaching problem solving skills" (p.9). This recommendation is backed by the results
of studies done by Johnson & Johnson in 1975 and by Nelson & Timpson in 1985
(Christensen & Martin, 1992).

Student-centred learning is compatible with Technology Education. The teacher is no
longer an infonnation giver but becomes instead 'a facilitator of learning'
(Christensen & Martin, 1992, p.9; Williams, 1993, p. 46). This view is rentiniscent of
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that of Freinet (1976) who proposed a more active and democratic role for students in

education.

In Techoology Education, hands-on experiences are usually provided. Educational

psychologists believe that any hands-on activity is an essential characteristic of Piaget's
concrete operational stage of cognitive development (Woolfolk, 1993). It is observed
that students understand more about what they have learnt through doing than from
other learning modes. Therefore, the doing aspect plays an important part in Techoology

Education.

The impact of Technology Education on the school curriculum is felt in different ways.
The learning styles, and the types of activities going on in the technological laboratories
are distinct from what happened in old-fashioned workshops (Foster, 1995). Composite

laboratories are used instead of traditional workshops which were compartmentalised to
cater for either wood, metal, or plastics. Also, different materials and processes are used

in Technology Education to teach the general principles behind existing technologies
(Williams, 1987).

Team-teaching, a new concept in education, has became an alternative when teachers
!ack expertise in teaching some technical or scientific concepts in technology. This
concept of cross curricular education has been highlighted by Down (1989) and Williams

(1991). However, the literature review found little information on how team-teaching
was being carried out in schools.
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Fmally, the approach used in Technology Education is consistent with the use of 'guided
discovery learning' which has been adapted from Bruner's discovery learning
(Woolfolk, 1993). Technology Education also favours the cognitive view (constructivist
learning theory). In this theory, the students construct or add their own meaning to their
learning experiences (Johnson & Thomas, 1992). In Technology Education, students
move from the concrete to the abstract. This type of approach makes learning more
meaningful. Also, the type of assessmeilt used (for example criterion referenced

assessment) could help students become more responsible for their own learning.

Design as a Problem-Solving Activity
Technology Education is referred to as Design and Technology in some countries

including England, Mauritius and Austra1ia. The basic assumption about design and
technology education is that "design awareness and design ability are fundamental
capacities of all human beings" (Standen, 1986, p. 88).

On his side, Papanek (1972) described design as "the conscious effort to impose
meaningful order" (p. 17). Design is ofion associated with the abstract or with art but as
with De Bono (1971), it can be seen as a form of problem-solving. However, Pye (1978

& 1986) argues that design is neither a problem-solving activity nor an art, but that it is
both.

Design is seen as being relevant in the school curriculum for two reasons. First, it is
motivated by needs and wants of people. And second, through the design method, the
needs are answered in a constructive way. Design is seen as "a means of enabling
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children to think, to understand and to take action" (Adams, 1989, p.ll). Therefore, the
design method may help the students to develop their thinking and to participate
creatively in solving problems. Thus design occupies an important place in any
technological program.

Design Process
The design process is commonly viewed as a problem solving process which represents
the finding of a solution for an identified need or problem. A review of relevant literature
has shown the multiplicity of views which exists on the design process. Models of

different complexities have been proposed.

The models which have been presented could be easily grouped into three categories:
linear models, cyclic models, and non directional models. However, it is not apparent
which type of model would best suit a teaching and learning environment as a lack of

empirical research on the topic has been noted.

Models of Design Process
Linear Models. In the first category, the process is presented as a linear sequence
(Mauritius Institute of Education, 1990, p. 1). The elements or stages of the design
process are sometimes placed in a certain order without any indication whether or not
there is room for 'regression' (Dodd, 1978, p. 45).

In general, the linear modeJs present the design process as a one-way process where
students are expected to move from one stage to the next in a rigid way.
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Figure 2 illustrates a simple linear model of a design process.

DESIGN PROBLEM

+

RESEARCH

+

IDEAS GENERATION

[

I

+

MANUFACfURING

•

APPRAISAL

Figure 2. Example of a Simple Linear Model of a Desigfl Process.

Cyclic Models. In the second category, the design process is presented as a cyclic

model. This category is common in many textbooks on Design and Technology.

Some models provide for a 'restart' or 'loop' within the process (Chapman &
Pearce, 1988, p. 7; Dodd, 1978, p. 45; New Jersey State Department of Education,
1987, p. 12).

Some others detail the various elements of the design process and show them as a

continuous process (Education Department of South Australia, 1978, p. 9; Midland
Examining Group Syllabus for 'CDT: Technology' in Marsden & Marsden, 1994, p. 4;
Schon in De Yore, 1980, p. 67). These models appear to be more flexible than the linear

ones. They give the teacher the opportunity to plan learning experiences which are

!8

relevant to the stodents' needs. Figure 3 illustrates a simple loop model of a design

process.

REDESIGN

APPRAISAL

DESIGN PROBLEM

RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING

Figure 3. Example of a Simple Loop Model of a Design Process.

Non-directional Models. In the third category, the models are non-directional. It has
been argued, in the literature review, that the neat subdivisions of the designing
procedure present an attractive but artificial interpretation of the design and

techoological activity (Kelly, eta!., 1987). The challenge for teachers and stodents is that

the real design and technological activity is different to either the linear model or to the
cyclic model. The non-directional model can be used flexibly without any necessity to go
through all the stages in the process. In a non-directional model, permutation is possible.
For example, one may move from the research stage directly to the appraisal stage or
from the manufacturing back to the ideas generation stage.
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The DMA Approach
The degree of emphasis put on the different stages or elements of the design process
differs from country to country. England uses 'Designing' and 'Making' as organisers of
the curriculum in Design and Technology (National Curriculum Council, 1993). The
Netherlands concentrates on a designing, making and using model (de Vries, 1991). In
America, some states are currently using a develop, produce, use and assess model

(Wright J.R., 1993), while Western Australia is aiming at using the designing, making
and appraising approach (Education Department, 1994a) or the designing, making,
appraising and marketing approach (Technology & Enterprise, 1995).

Designing, making and appraising is the process strand of the Technology and Enterprise
learning area and it is central to learning in Technology. The designing, making and
appraising strand is divided into four sub-strands. These are investigating; devising;

producing; and evaluating. These sub-strands are also the same elements found in the
different models of design processes described earlier in this chapter.

The Education Department of Western Australia emphasises the DMA approach

(Education Department, !994a & 1994b; Working document, 1994). It specifies that:
The process inherent in the DMA strand is not linear, i.e. from investigate to
evaluate, but cyclic. The DMA cycle can commence at any point and different
aspects of the cycle may be returned to, if appropriate, to develop a solution to the
problem(s) (Education Department, 1994b, p. 1).

However, there is little indication as yet, about how the approach should be used in

schools. The literature review found no infonnation on how a problem-solving technique
which tends to put emphasis on cognitive skills, could be applied in an area which has
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traditionally been left to students 'of poor acadentic ability' (Slater, 1989, p. 56), and to
teachers who are stereotyped as 'shed men' (Deschamp, 1991, p. 4).

Critics of the Design Process
Most of the criticism of the design process relates to the types of activities which are
done in schools. Some people fear that with the design process there will be a decrease in
practical work and an increase in paperwork (Slater, 1989; West, 1989). There has also

been public concern about how Technology Education is being implemented through the
design process. In England, for example, newspapers criticised the way in which stickybacked plastic, paper and sticks were used to teach Technology (Massey, 1992;
Wright R.T., 1993).

Sntithers & Robinson (1992) argued that by putting emphasis on the design process,

ordinary tasks like writing a report or finding one's way to the railway station have been
wrongly associated with Technology. Along similar lines, Wright (1994) has also argued
that by putting emphasis on the design process all that could be expected would be "a
familiarity with the steps in the design process and haphazard exposure to the knowledge
oftechnology" (Wright, 1994, P. 8).

Assessment
Assessment is a concern to the teachers who are involved in the teaching of Design and
Technology, and to those responsible for the formulation and hnplementation of the

curriculum.
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Williams (1991) remarked that "holistic marking is more reliable than marking each
separate component of the design process" (p. 23). This view is shared by Borthwick
(1992) who said that "assessment should be undertaken as an holistic process which
integrates knowledge and skills with their practical application" (pp. 4-5). This aspect of
holistic assessment is highlighted by some other writers. McCormick (1993) recognised
that Eggleston - a proponent of design education in England, was the one who pointed
out holistic assessment as an issue. However, McConnick said that the issue has not yet
been addressed properly.

The issue of holistic marking is pertinent in Western Australia because of the move

towards outcomewbased education where students are assessed on whether or not they

have demonstrated certain outcomes in their specific learning area. "Outcomes are highquality culminating demonstrations of significant learning in context. Demonstration is
the key word; an outcome is not a score or a grade, but the end product of a clearly

defined process that students carry out" (Spady, 1994, p. 18).

Grundy (1994) proposed that the profiles and statements do not focus on the inputs to
learning but on the outcomes of pedagogy. This view is shared by McAlister (1994) who
noted that "the difference is subtle but highly significant" (p. 9). Nevertheless, the
assessment of outcomes is a complex activity. On one side, Masters (1994) and Grundy
(1994) argued that holistic judgement about the students' broad levels of achievement
can be useful, and on the other side that the use of behavioural objectives does not
simplify the complexity of the assessment process.
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Still, the Student Outcome Statements should not be viewed solely as an assessment tool.
According to its proponents, the Student Outcome Statements can also be used as a

framework for course development and lesson planning. They allow teachers to
communicate student progress to parents through a language and standards which are
consistent across classrooms, schools and school systems {Hill, 1994). But, how this

reporting will be done is not clear.

Collins (1994) questioned the validity of using levels which are based on the myth that
school learning can be treated as a natmal path for ali students. In other words, Collins
pointed out that levels may be used arbitrarily in a multicultural society such as Australia.
The assessment of students who come from different cultural backgrounds in Australia
was linked to the 'IQ mess' which did not take into account inborn differences or cultural
differences or learning styles. This situation is of concern to Design and Technology

teachers in Western Australia as students utilise a wide range of processes and products
which may be difficult to evaluate and assess in a fair way.

In the United States of America, there has been a considerable amount of writing on the
assessment of outcomes. Guskey (1994) and Jaruentz (1994) have been concerned about
how assegsment may improve performance or bring change in instructional practice.
McGhan (I 994) put forward arguments to support his view that the weakest element of
the outcome-based education approach has to do with the perceived value of effort over
ability. McGhan fears that with outcome-based education, students will not be asked to
make reasonable effort in their work.
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Also, according to the critics, outcome-based education is creating problems for parents
of high-achieving students who see the outcomes as nebulous. O'Neil (1994) argued that
outcome-based education will create difficulty in selecting "(the students] who will go on
to Harvard [by contrast with] those who will clerk at K-Mart" (p. 9).

Hedson (cited in Zitterkopt, 1994) went as far as to describe outcome-based education
as a method of manipulating student's behaviour through modification based on Skinner's
methods of repetitive reinforcement. Even if the above are general criticisms which can
apply to Technology Education, there is a lack of research on the results of the
implementation of outcome-based education. This observation has been highlighted by
Evans & King (1994) and Slavin (1994).

Literature on Previous Findines
In Western Australia, McGirr (1985) did a study on how adult and student designers plan
their design activities in view of solving a design problem. She found that given a
situation that required a solution, the students did not analyse that situation carefully.
Students misunderstood the situation itself and also its limitations; and they tended to
defer decision making while spending much time generating and dev~loping theif ideas.
The study showed that students needed proper strategies to be able to solve problems
efficiently.

Also in Western Australia, Slater (1989) found that a model of design process (in a form
similar to that illustrated in Finney & Fowler, 1986, p. 5) was being used in lowerschool
Industrial Arts units. He also found that there had not been any obvious development in
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design education in spite of the recommendation number 9 (ii) made by Beazley (1984).
A few years later, Congear (1993) pointed out that even if20% of Manual Arts teachers
had studied the basics of design, they did not study the methodology of how to teach
design. Congear developed and presented two Design Studies units together with
relevant curriculum support materials to assist teaching. There is at present no

infonnation readily available on the use of these two units in lower secondary schools.

In a study on the role of metacognition in Technology Education, which was done in the

United States, Stevens ( 1993) found that while the need to teach problem solving skills

within the framework of technology is widely accepted, the teaching of problem solving
remains a difficulty because its means are not clearly defmed. In another study, on the

efficacy of developing critical thinking and problem solving skills through Technology
Education, Mahoney (1993) did not fmd a link between Technology Education and the
development of critical thinking and problem solving skills.

One of the educational implications of the findings made in the United States is that the
use of a design process may not guarantee that students would necessarily learn problemsolving skills. This is relevant to the curriculum builders in Western Australia because a
design process is being presented as the central element in Technology Education in the
Student Outcome Statements.

Summary
Technology Education is already present in one form or another in the actual school
curriculum. While the rationale for its inclusion is not questioned, there are still certain
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elements within the curriculum which need to he addressed properly, if not urgently.
These include assessment and the validity of outcome-based education.

The literature review has shown that:
a) Technology Education is a vital component in the school curriculum; it is appropriate
for this era. Technology Education is also an educationally valuable subject as it
combines technological literacy with practical action. Still, it is of concern that too much
emphasis is put on the design process in the Student Outcome Statements in Western
Australia. Moreover, the literature review has shown that in practice little is known
about the use of the design process in schools and how the design process could be

linked to student outcomes.

b) Different models of the design process are being incorporated in school curricula
around the world. It is noted that some of the models used in schools may project a

distorted view of how thinking skills and problem-solving skills should he taught. In fact,
the question of why the design process should he taught in schools and how it should he
taught remains unanswered. On one side, evidence to support the benefits of this process
in learning is lacking, and on the other side, the process itself is considered as central to
Technology Education in many school curricula including the Western Australian school
curriculum. The lack of infonnation about the utilisation of the design process provides
the motivation for this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD
Conceptual Framework
The emphasis put on the design process as the central element of the Technology and
Enterprise learning area may have a direct influence on some elements of the school

curriculum and repercussions on what students may achieve in Design and Technology.
A design process may be influenced by the perception of teachers about cuniculurn
changes and students' needs. Also, the technology curriculum used in school may have

an impact on the teaching methodology and the learning strategies used in the classroom.
Consequently, the design process influences indirectly learning experiences and student
achievement. A framework has been designed to explain the main things to be studied in
this research and also the anticipated relationship among them. Figure 4 is a graphical

representation of this conceptual framework.
TEACHERS'

PERSPECTIVE

CURRICULUM
CHANGES

LOWER
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METHODOLOGY
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LEARNING
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STUDENTS'
ACHIEVEMENT

Figure 4. Conceptual Framework for the Study of the Use of the Design Process
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This conceptual framework which is "the current version of the researcher's map of the
territory being investigated" (Miles & Hubennan, 1994, p. 20) shows that the central
element under investigation is the teachers' perspective on the design process. The
teachers' perspective on issues such as curriculum change or students' need are also
investigated as it is suspected that these may have an indirect influence on the way the
teachers teach the process. Similarly, in order to understand the outcome of the use of
the process and consequently the students' achievement, the researcher found it
necessary to question the teachers on the teaching methodology and the learning
strategies used in class. This could also be deduced from the type of learning experiences
designed for the students. In

SUI1l!Ilal)',

it was expected that the teachers' perceptions

about the use of a design process might emerge naturally from the way they perceive
technology for example or from their actual teaching practices or students' learning
expenences.

Subjects
It is hard to determine precisely the number of Design and Technology teachers in lower

secondary schools in Western Australia. A study of design education by Slater (1989)
reported that thirty six percent of Manual/Industrial Arts teachers taught a design
process in lower secondary schools. The present number of teachers who use a design
process in lower school in Western Australia is unknown. So, it was important before
doing this research to identify the potential participants. This identification of potential
participants involved two stages. In the first stage, the potential schools where teachers
could be recruited were identified. In the second stage, the teachers themselves were
selected. A sample of seven t~achers was finally chosen.
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Stage One: Identification of Schools.
The first stage was the identification of the schools. The geographical boundaries for the

research were chosen and limited to the Perth metropolitan area. For practical reasons,
the schools were to be located inside a bezier curve having the four major train tenninals
as the co-ordination points. Then, schools were identified. This identification was based
on the technical/techoological subjects offered by the schools. This iofonnation was
obtained from the "1995- Secondary School Index Questionnaire" file, compiled by the
Department of Teaching and Curriculum Studies, Edith Cowan University, Mount
Lawley campus. This file is typically used to provide the university with an up-to-date

databank on schools which collaborate with the university for teaching practice of
student-teachers. The information was easily accessible and it provided detailed and
reliable data. Fifty-six schools were identified.

The researcher organised the infonnation in a database. An overview of the Manual Arts
and Design and Techoology subjects offered by the schools showed that the subjects

could be classified into four distinct groups according to the number of schools which
offered them. The first group included the traditional triad Metalwork, Woodwork, and

Technical Drawing. These subjects were being offered by most schools. Some other
popular subjects were Applied Industrial Arts, Furniture Woodwork, Industrial
Workshop and Photography. The less popular subjects were Plastics, Metal

Construction, Motors and Machines, Electricity, ruid Mechanical Workshop. The last
group included the rare subjects which could be further divided into four sub-categories:
the drawing-oriented subjects (e.g. Graphic arts, Graphics design), the computeroriented subjects (e.g. Robotics), the skills-oriented subjects (e.g. Jewellery and Model
making), and the techoologically-oriented subjects (e.g. Technology Studies, and Applied
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Technology). Some of the subjects (the drawing-oriented subjects for example) were
offered either by one school only or at most by five schools. The total number of schools
offering the two subjects clearly defined as technological subjects - namely Technology
and Technological Studies, was five.

On the advice of lecturers from the Department of Vocational Education, three other
schools, not found on the list from the Edith Cowan Teaching Practice file, were added

to the list. These included one senior high school, one senior campus and a newly built
community school. At this stage, there were fifty nine schools on the first short list.

This list was further reduced to thirty three by using the following criteria:
I. The name Design and Technology was being used on the school profile
documents submitted to Edith Cowan University (refer to Appendix A).
2. A wide range of technical subjects was offered by the school. These included
subjects commonly known as Metalwork, Woodwork, Technical Drawing, Plastics,

Applied Industrial Arts, Furniture Woodwork, Industrial Workshop, Mechanical
Workshop, Photography and Electricity. Also a technological subject (e.g. Information
Technology, Technology, Technology Studies or Energy Technology) was being offered
by the school (Appendix B).
3. The school has been identified by the Education Department of Western
Australia (EDWA) as being potentially suitable for this type of research on Technology
Education (Appendices C & D).
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Stage Two: Identification of Participants.
The second stage consisted of the identification of the potential participants ihemselves.
Phone contacts were made over a three-week period with Desigo and Technology
teachers from the thirty three identified schools. The researcher phoned the Desigo and
Technology Department of each school and infonned about the research being done. The

person contacted on the phone was asked whether or not anyone would be willing to
participate in the research. In some cases. the person on the phone suggested the names
of other colleagoes. The names of all the fifty nine schools on the original short list are
given in Appendix E. In total, fifteen teachers agreed to participate on the phone. Eight

schools could not accept as either they were not teaching the design process yet or they
did not want to be involved. Several unsuccessful attempts were made with the ten
remaining schools.

A Participant Profile Fonn was sent to each of the fifteen teachers together with a
prepaid reply envelope (Appendices F & G). The fonn contained questions about the

subjects taught at the school and the year in which a design process was used. Replies
were sent back by thirteen full-time teachers who were willing to share about their
teaching experience. However, two of these replies were discarded as they were

incomplete.

A sample of seven teachers was selected out of the eleven volunteers. In this final
selection, the judgement of the researcher was used to ensure the sample was fairly
chosen. The researcher found it useful to plot the position of the eleven schools on a map
to facilitate the selection exercise to ensure that the sample is dispersed inside the
metropolitan area. At this stage, the researcher felt that the inclusion of at least three
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private schools could contribute positively to the research, even if initially, no mention
was made in the research proposal concerning the religious denomination of schools
from which the teachers would be selected.

Table I has been compiled from information obtained through the Participant Profile
Form. Section B, concerning the use of a design process by the eleven teachers.

Table I
Infonnation About Eleven Teachers' Use of a Design Process

Teacher's Response
~L~-~·

tZ:-'· 3 I'~' 5

§,j 7

Respondent has integrated
a Design Process during
these past four years
theselastthreevears
these last two years
this year

*

Respondent is using a
Design Process in
YearS
Year9
Year 10

• * * * * *

* * *

*

*

* *
* *

* *
* *

,8·';j'9(j 10

* *

:;n:::

* * *

* * * *
* * * *
* * * *

NOTE: The highlighted teachrrs' numbers indicate those who have been chosen for the research.

The fmal sample consisted of teachers from four government schools and three private
schools. The four government schools included two schools which were trialing the
Student Outcome Statements. The private schools consisted of two Catholic schools and
one Anglican school.
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All participants had been using a design process in their teaching for a period of at least
eighteen months. Five participants were using a design process in years 8, 9 and t 0 while
two were using it only in year 8. Please refer to Appendix H for a list of the subjects
taught by the participants.

The breaking down of the selection process results is given in Table 2.

Table 2
Data for Selection Procedures as per School Category.
CATEGORY OF SCHOOL
Total

Government

catholic

Anglican

"""'

SCHOOLS ON FIRST SHORT-LIST

59

40

10

4

SCHOOLS CONTACTED BY
PHONE

33

19

6

3

'
'

POlENTIAL PARTICIPANTS

IS

9

3

2

I

ACTUAL PARTICIPANTS

7

4

2

I

0

Stage One

SELEcnON

OF
SCHOOLS

Stage Two

SELECTION

OF
PARTICIPANTS

Design
This research was a case study of Design and Technology teachers who use the design
process in lower secondary schools. It was of a qualitative nature. The need for

qualitative research in Techoology Education was advocated by Williams (1994) and
Gloecker & Gerst (1994). In this study, the participants were interviewed individually.
The interviews were semi-structured and most of the questions were opinion/value and
knowledge questions. The inquiry paradigm which has been favoured is constructivism.
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The aim of this research was to understand what the teachers feel about a selected topic

of the school curriculum. The teachers' perception on the issue was to be investigated bt
a qualitative way. The nature of knowledge in this type of research is the consensus
fonned by the combination of the individual reconstructions. Burns (1994) suggested
that this method is appropriate to understand events from the perception or

su~iective

viewpoint of the participants. De Bono used an alternative word for perception, he
favours 'popic' a short word for 'possible picture' (De Bono, 1994, p. 135). The
exploration of the research questions through the use a case study was appropriate to

grasp this 'popic' about the use of the design process and to understand the way Design
and Technology teachers are looking at the situation at present.

While it is of concern to the researcher that critics may see a case study as being
subjective, invented, inconclusive or non-representative, the use of the case study
approach for this ctudy is quite valuable as a pilot study. Hitchcock & Hugues ( 1989)
would describe a pilot study as "a short, preliminary, investigative study designed to
reveal issues which can be explored in more depth later by means of a variety of
techniques" (p.83). The case study approach is appropriate as it allows the researcher to
explore the feelings, beliefs and emotions of the participants in a respectful way.

Materials
An interview schedule was prepared and pilot-tested at the ftrst two interviews. The

format of the interview schedule used was modified. The researcher used new fonts and
spacing to reduce the original eight pages inttrview schedule to two pages
only (Appendix J). Still, it should he noted that the interview schedule was used in a
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flexible way for the rest of the interviews. This was essential as the personalities,
knowledge and experience of the different participants varied. Furthermore, a flexible
interview schedule allowed each participant to explore new ideas, to reflect on some
teaching practices and to share her/his teaching experiences. The flexible interview
schedule allowed the researcher to constructively prompt the participant. In fact, the
interview schedule was used both as a framework to establish rapport and trust between
the participant and the researcher, and as a tool to elicit pertinent infonnation from which
the research questions could be answered. The interview questions focused on what the
teachers knew about the design process, how they felt about it and how they translated
their perception of the design process in their teaching. The researcher used a cassette
recorder to tape the interviews. This was appropriate as it freed the researcher from the
necessity of noting down what was being said and it allowed for a fruitful interaction
with the participant.

Procedure
Letters were sent to the fifteen teachers who agreed to participate on the phone to thank
them for their interest in the research. Phone contacts were made with the seven
participants and letters sent to them to arrange for a date and time for the interview to be
held (refer Appendix K). The arrangements for the location and the time for the
interviews were organised on the phone. The participants were requested to select a
quiet place for the interview to be audioMrecorded.
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In order to allow the researcher to obtain relevant infonnation from the participants, a

planned sequence for the interviews was established. Table 3 shows the order and
duration of the different interviews.

Table 3
Table Showing the Order and Duration of the Seven Interviews.
Interview

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

Duration
(minute&
60
60
50
90
90
90
50

Type of school
private
government (trialing SOS)
government
government (trialing SOS)
private
government
private

At each interview, the participant was asked to sign two copies of the Statement of
Disclosure and Infonned Consent Fonn (Appendix L); and, one of the fonns was given
to the participant. The interview schedule was used as a framework for the interview. All
the interviews were carried out at places selected by the participants themselves. Four of
the interviews lasted for around one hour each while the three others lasted for one and a
half hours each. The nature and the duration of the interviews allowed the researcher to
establish a good rapport with the participants. The interviews were carried out over a
fifteen day period in August-September 1995. A verbatim transcription of each interview•
was typed and sent to each participant for validation (Appendix M).
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Data Analysis

The data analysis was done in four main steps. First, the data were categorised. Second,
they were synthesised. Third there was a search for pattern. And fourth, the data were
interpreted.

As soon as the first interview was done, the data were organised into themes and
concepts relevant to the research questions and to emerging issues from the interview.
From this ftrst data analysis, the interview schedule was slightly modified. The process of
collecting data, analysing them and adapting the questions from the interview schedule to

collect new data remained an ongoing activity until all the seven interviews were
completed.

After all the interviews were done, the infonnation was classified and categorised. The
NUDIST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Searching and Theorising)

software system was used for managing and organising the research. The transcripts of
the interviews were stored as

on~ line

documents. NUDIST made it possible to study the

documents in different ways. It was possible to index (code) segments of the texts using
various indexing categories. This facilitated the search for words and passages of text. It
also allowed for the re-organisation and extension of the indexing as the analysis
proceeded. In fact, an index system was created to store the comments made by the
participants. This index systems contained different categories which were put into
appropriate nodes. It was then possible to build new indexing nodes out of these original
nodes. NUDIST allowed for complex node building operations to be easily carried out
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through retrieval operations. The node building and retrieval operations offered by
NUDIST provided essential reliability.

The categorisation of the data was done according to the conceptual framework for the
study of the utilisation of the design process shown in Figure 4 on page 27. The
framework was used to identify relationship between categories using NUDIST, and to
guide the interpretations of the data. An example of some of the hierarchical titles used
for this study, together with their node addresses is given in Appendix N.

Limitations
This research has certain limitations. It is limited to metropolitan teachers of Western

Australia who have been using a design process in the teaching of Design and

Technology in lower secondary schools. In selecting potential schools for this research,
the re:;earche.:- referred to information compiled by Edith Cowan University. The

info!lllation concerns only the schools which were willing to accept students for
professional practice. Moreover, it was noted that there was a lack of infonnation on
how technology programmes were being implemented in Western Australian high

schools. So, the subjective advice ofDesign and Technology lecturers and consultants
has been taken into consideration at the early stage of the selection of potential schools
where participants were to be recruited.

Another limitation is that the instrumentation used did not fully facilitate the participants
in their explanations. For example, some of the interviewees bad to use their mark books,
the artefacts made by students, the worksheets produced by the teacher and other
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support documents available in the eastern states to back their arguments. Copies of

some of the documents were forwarded to the researcher to supplement the interviews.

The worksheets prepared by two of the interviewees helped the researcher to understand
the importance the school placed on the design process. For example, in one case, the
design process was linked with Stepping Out strategies, and in another case, students

were using a design process to build a solar car for a competition organised by a Western
Australian fmn. However, none of the interviewees felt that it was important to either

mention or highlight any of these points during the interviews.

The documents themselves replicated the ideas which the interviewees had been sharing
about the design process. Because these documents were school-based documents, they
validated what the interviewees shared about the teaching of a design process in the

class.

As the researcher was investigating the perception of the teachers on the utilisation of a
design process, it was not felt important to discriminate between knowledgeable or non
knowledgeable respondents. The researcher !ended an attentive ear to what the
interviewees shared. On two occasions, interviewees mentioned the titles of publications
unknown to the researcher at the time of the interview. While this lack of knowledge did
not affect either the collection or the analysis of the data, the researcher found it useful to
contact the named bodies to be better informed about points mentioned during the
interviews. Thus, the researcher received relevant documents from the South Australia
Techuology School of the Future about their vision in techuology and from the
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Education Department of Western Australia about the trialing of the Student Outcome
Statements.

Also, the research itself contains certain inherent limitations. The research was an
interactive one. And the interaction had an influence on the types of questions and

answers shared and also on the depth with which certain topics were treated with some
participants. Certain questions could not be treated in depth with some participants
because of their limited interests on particular issues. For example, it was inappropriate
to question teachers from the private schools on the implementation of the Student
Outcome Statements; it was also difficult to have in-depth discussions about holistic

marking for example, as in pr~~tice, most teachers were still marking the students' work
in a way incompatible with the philosophy of outcome-based education as specified in

the literature review.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Design Process

Research question one relates to the definition of the design process and how Design and
Technology teachers view its different elements.

Definition of a Design Process

A design process is defined in its simplest terms as a type of practical, creative problemsolving activity. Respondents to the interviews described the process in the following
way:
I don't think it's 'the' design process type of thing. I would say there are many
design processes ... The design process, as I see [it] being used in schools, is a
cyclic iterative process that you use with children to help them solve problems.
[Robin]
For me it's the Design-Make-Appraise process. [Ashley]
The design process is utilising the ideas that the students have within themselves.

[It's] utilising a method where we can use research and sketches and
development to actually come up with a final solution for a problem. So the
design process is a means to an end in solving a problem. [Chris]
The design process is about making things that work and then making them work
better. [Nicky]
The design process is part of technology and it is concerned with the
improvement of artefacts. I see the design processes as part of how humans
develop technology ... The desigu process, if applied to a product or an artefact
or a system, is an improvement ... It's a continuous process. The design process
is certainly continuous ... I think that the design process in itself is a type of
problem-solving process, but in the context of technology. [Kerry]
The interviewed teachers shared different views on the definition of a design process. For
example, Ashley relates the design process to the DMA approach proposed in the
Student Outcome Statements (Education Department, 1994a), while Kerry puts
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emphasis on the belief that the design process should only be viewed as part of

technology. However, the teachers feel that the design process is a continuous one.
Characteristics of a Design Process
In Technology Education, this continuous process is a structured one. This structured
process may be used flexibly or rigidly depending on the teachers' manageC:al approach

or their perception about the nature of the process. For example:
You can have a rigid process that you put in place and then a series of rigid

design problems that you use in a particular classroom that would help you from
a management point of view, but whether there would be any ongoing,
transferable life skills, I doubt very much. [Nicky]
I don't think children necessarily go in [a] sequential step ... r.l'he design process
is not linear. It bounces all over the place. [Kerry]
In fact, Keny perceives a design process as a non-directional one. In the literature

review, Kelly, eta!. (1987) stressed that this view may be consistent with the real design

and technological activity going on in a classroom.

A design process offers a wide range of opportunities to the students. For instance,
students may have the possibility to think for themselves and to make something

desirable:
[It's] getting them to think a bit more rather than just going slap bang into it and
making something for the sake of making it. [Kim]
So I can see that Design-Make-Appraise is teaching students to think about what
they're doing and that's important. And that's a thing, I think, that people are
lacking down here in Design and Technology. [Ashley]

Teachers are aware that too much emphasis has been put on manipulative skills. They
now expect that their students would also use the mind in solving technological
problems. In the literature review, Marsden & Marsden (1994) cited Professor Richard
Kimbell who believes that the modelling of ideas with both the hands aod the mind
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remains an important capability in Design and Technology. It is interesting to note that
participants in this research are feeling a need for more thinlting to occur on the part of
their students.

In Design and Technology, the design process allows students to plan their work from

the beginning to the end. Moreover, the students are introduced to a wide range of skills
including literacy and communication:
They got to get [their] idea out of their head onto paper or verbally to the

teacher. So, [there is] a huge amount of literacy skills there. So, oral
conununication, graphical communication, communication between peers~ if they
are working in group they need to be able to talk to each other. So verbal
presentation skills are very important. [Robin]

This set of skills may produce cross-curriculum outcomes and these outcomes are in
accordance with some of the aims of Technology Education presented in the review of
literature (Australian Education Council, 1991 & 1992). Moreover, the literacy

component has contributed to move the subject away from its position as a purely
manual subject to one where students are also encouraged to use their thinking. The
inclusion of the design process in the school curriculum is specifically viewed by the
respondents as an element which brings educational credibility:
It was a grasp to try to get academic credibility. I suppose if we go back to the
ancient Greeks, we use to have the people who used to think, and draw on the
sand [laughing] and stuff, they were the thinkers ... J don't think that's changed
really, in society today. [Kerry]
It's the only thing that gives us any educational credibility. [Robin]
It appears from the responses, that the design process has simply changed the appearance
of the subjects found in the Technology and Enterprise learoing area. This point will be

raised in a later section on technology curriculum on page 79.
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Elements of L'le Design Process
The models used by teachers vary, but they can all be reduced to a simple one which
includes a designing component, a making component, and an evaluating (or appraising)
component.

The degree of importance which the teachers placed on each of the above mentioned
components could be associated with many factors, and varies according to the

perception of the teacher about the nature of Manual Arts or that of Technology
Education.

The designing component
The designing appears as a perceptible change in an area which has been traditionally
oriented towards practical work:
If you look at what's happening today in Manual Arts or call it Design and
Technology, whatever you call it, the only significant change is that the children
are designing the teapot stands and ... the garden trowels. Not the teacher ...
[Kerry]

The reasons why the projects are said to be the same, whether or not a designing

approach is used, have not been investigated. It is suspected that teachers do not want to
move too far from skills and designs which are already familiar subjects to them.

The participants use different concepts to describe how children design. For the purpose
of understanding the comments made in this research, the designing component has been
subdivided into four different phases. Usually, in the first phase, a need is singled out.
This phase is sometimes referred to as the Statement of Intent. The second phase is
named Research and Investigation. The third phase consists of the Exploration of Ideas.
And the fourth one is the Synthesis phase.
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Of these four phases, the research phase is considered as fundamental to the design

process. Proper research is viewed as a sine qua non condition for successful design. The
ability to do research is a competency which teachers want their students to master. This
subject matter is raised again in another section on the relevance of the DMA approach
on page 57. It is also felt that time and energy are managed efficiently through

appropriate research. This point of view is shared by Kim:
The research I think is very important. And, without actually going and
researching what you'ie making, you can go ahead and make mistakes, and
therefore you have to start at the beginning again. If you don't do proper
research then you are wasting your time, in the wrong way. So I would place a
strong emphasis on the research part of it.

Another participant explained that investigation and research produce a ripple effect on
the students. In using a design process, students who are initially motivated exert a
positive influence on the less motivated ones. In this context, Kerry gives the following
testimony:

In year 8 you've got kids from the low academic stream right up to the extremely
high academic stream. And when you push them to research, when they are doing
it themselves, these bright kids love it. And it's a huge success because of that,
and the lower ability children tend to lift themselves when they see the standard
of the stuff and enjoyment the other kids get out of it. [Kerry1
This enjoyment acts as an impetus and it keeps students motivated in their research. The
motivation enables them to investigate the different parameters of design, including
shapes, fonns, sizes, materials, and time:
So we might say with a year 10 year or year 9 woodwork class we are going to
design a spice rack, so you take in different types, sizes [of] glass jars and so the
students within these parameters of sizes, of materials, design [their] own spice
rack. [Ashley1
In carrying out their research work, the possibility is offered to the students to link their
design to the real life situation. The students explore factors such as safety, aesthetics,
and ergonomics:
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You'd research the type of material that's best suited to [the artefact,] you would
look at the cost factor that you had to work with, the aesthetics, whether or not
you wanted it to fit in with a particular decor or not. [Chris]
The research phase can occur in different ways depending on the need of the group of
students and on the preferences of the teacher in terms of teaching methodology:
Research may simply he talk-to-me and talk-to-the-other-kids, any form of
research where you are asking other people's opinions. [Lesley]
So, from this point of view, research is both investigation and communication. The

contribution of teachers in doing research work is valuable. Teachers often participate
actively in the compilation of information and ideas. This research activity may extend
outside their school time. Teachers may compile newspapers and magazir.es which are
used as a research bank:
Whenever I see something in the newspaper I tear it out, and put it in [a file at
home] if I think it is a good idea ... That's my job as the Design and Technology
teacher. I'm doing things like that all the time ... That's like an on going thing,
even, coming down to the point of a Saturday morning, I flick through the paper,
I see things, and I would tear it down ... It might be a dining room table or a
hanging basket or an idea that I think I could use at school. I cut them out and
just put them in [my] file. I mean it's very random sort of thing and I don't just sit
down and research these things ... I know that there's going to be time that I
would need [these ideas, or else] a student [may be] needing ideas and I would
say: I've got something at home ... or there may be a time when I may need to
make something myself so I've got that bank of ideas. [Chris]
The bank of ideas is useful for exploring ideas. This exploration may he done in small groups
in an interactive way. The teaching of strategies like co~operative learning and brainstorming,

which have been mentioned in the review of literature as appropriate for teaching

problem~

solving techniques (Christensen & Martin, 1992) are used by some teachers:
Usually [the students] work in groups of two or three and they would all sit
down and work out the plan of a model they want to make. They have combined
different ideas, come out with a plan or model of what they want to do. [Ashley]
Basically we explore ideas in whatever is the most manageable way for the
problem that we've got to solve Then we make decisions about which ideas
we're going to develop, depending on which [idea] the student thinks is the most
satisfactory. [Nicky]
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Based on what is explained above, it could be imagined that the learning experiences of the
students about exploration depend to a large extent upon what m:thodology is used by the
teacher. In practice it could he expected that during a research task everyone is kept active
and interested. While Manual Arts teachers are familiar with such situations, not all of them
are, however, willing to get involved in research work with the students.

In the last stage, that is, the synthesis phase, the students choose the most appropriate

solution for the original problem:
I have got to be able to see how [the student] went through this jellying down of
20 ideas into 10, into 5, into 2 into this is what I want to make. [Lesley]
That's the beauty about technology, we find 'an' answer. Not 'the' answer. And
that's one of the keys to it. There's no correct thing. There is [a] better solution
but no 'correct' one. [Kerry]
Although one teacher listed serendipity as one of the ways of arriving at a solution to a
perceived need or problem, it is not clear why the others made no mention of this way of

solving problem. Still, in looking for a better solution to a problem, both the teacher and
the students participate actively in discussion. This gives the students the opportunity to
make use of their verbal and communicative skil1s:

[With] year 8 students ... what I would do, I suppose, would be just a question
and answer session. Getting them to respond to, and coming out with questions
like say: what sorts of things do you think we should look for if we were
designing a screwdriver? Do you think we should design a right angle
screwdriver? Would there be any benefit in [this] design? ... Do you think the
screwdriver should be of any particular shape? Should it be this shape? Should
the handle be this shape to make it easy to hold and so on like that. And in that
way, unconscious!:;•, they are thinking about the design process. [JGm]
However, the approach used by teachers to introduce design is often inappropriate. One

respondent felt that:
The major ntistake that our own teachers are making is [that] they will take kids
into the classroom, and say: okay, you got to design a piece of furniture ... off
you go and design it. And then they wonder why the kids can't do it. Artd many
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of the Manual Arts teachers would say kids can't design. Of course kids can
design. They need strategies to help them to design. Adults don't design very
well without strategies. And so the teachers role in this is to facilitate with the use
of strategies, to develop those in kids. [Robin]

Indeed, the notion of the teacher as a facilitator of leanting, as previously discussed in
the literature review (Christensen & Martin, 1992}, is compatible with the use of a design
process and an approach based on student centredness.

The making component
The making is perceived as the raison d'etre of Design and Technology (or Manual Arts)
and as the core of the DMA approach. The making component is seen as a popular one:

The kids they like to make; and they get a lot of satisfaction, a lot of self-esteem;
[when] they have finished this model [they would say] look I made that. That
sense of achievement that they can say: this is what I have done, they don't get
[that] from paperwork ... Even though they ntight design something fantastic on a
piece of paper, they think they still don't get the same sense of achievement or
self-esteem out of actually producing the model. [Ashley]
The making or the production of an artefact is also felt to be an educationally valuable
activity:
[This component] to me that's very important. To do something with your hand,
gets it into your brain quicker. Because not only are you doing it, you are
thinking about it and you are watching yourself doing it. So to me you are doing
three things at once. [Lesley]

Indeed, the literature review has noted the point of view of Piaget who believed that

hands-on activities foster cognitive development (Woolfolk, 1993). On their side, the
teachers note that the students are proud of the things that they design and make, for
these things develop in them a sense of ownership and pride in creativeness:
I think that's important that kids have some ownership in what they're doing, that
they have had some decisions, that they have made some decision about what
form their product is going to be ... [Nicky]

I would say about 60% [of the students] really enjoy it. Having the freedom, just
to add their own personality [to] the model. I suppose, their own touch in the
model. [Ashley]
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Teachers always refer to the ownership of ideas as an important concept in Design and
Technology. In one sense, this concept of ownership of ideas has contributed to move
the subject away from the traditional view which tended to notice the manual aspect of
the subject only.

The creative factor seems to stimulate the interest of the students and they consequently
make artefacts with design parts which appeal to them. In fact, the teachers themselves
value this creativity:
Because they've worked out what [the project] was going to be used for, the
shape of it, it gave them ownership of the model, I suppose. It was their design,
and it had their idiosyncrasies that they have done. Just the way they made the
shapes, it's something unusual. [Ashley]
They know they own that design, that is their project. It's not something that I've
given them, [and] if someone is very good at design, then they will get
recognition from the other students. [Chris]
However, it is of general concern to these teachers that the students often do not

complete the work that they have conceived:
One of the things that happens is that the students come up with all these weird
and wonderful ideas, and I think that's a learning process. I let them go ahead
and come up with all these cages and doors that open and shut, and bits and
pieces that move; and then, when they come to make it, some of them start

getting frustrated because they can't make it. And I sort of try and explain to
them ... [that] part of the design process, when you are young, is that you'd
learnt that you can't always manufacture what you've designed. [Chris]
Under Design, Make, and Appraise approach ... some of [the students] do not get
any product at all. [Nicky]
[I know a case where a student] has spent hall the year designing, making cardboard
mock-ups, making drawings on the computer- and all of that is very valuable, but
when it finally came down to making, his design was so bad, the whole thing fell apart
and split apart. [Lesley]
The fact that students may not end up with even a single product at the end of one or
two school semesters may be a hard reality for the teachers, even if proponents of the
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design process may argne that the journey is more important than the destination. This

concern will be raised again in the section on the resistance to change on page 52.

The appraising component
The third component of the DMA approach is the appraising component where the
students and the teachers evaluate both the processes and the products made. Teachers

use different criteria for evaluation:
The evaluation is based on two things: are they happy with what they did? Did
they do it to the best of their ability? [Lesley]

It was felt that the exact position of the appraising component within a design process is
not fixed. Appraising (or evaluating) may be either at the end or at the beginning, or as
an integral part of the other components (i.e. the designing and the making components).
Kerry thought that
Evaluation is throughout; right from the very beginning through the end you are

making actual evaluation about things.
Ashley approached it more sequentially,
With the year eight we mainly look at the appraise side of things and then [with]

the year nine we bring in a bit of redesigning ... We have a worksheet that they
[go] through when [they] finish [their artefact], to appraise the model, [they look]

at things like functions, the ergonomics and the aesthetics of that model and make
personal judgements I suppose, of their model they've just made.
The teachers highly value the educational importance of appraisal. Indeed, apart from

learning new concepts, students also learn how to critically analyse their own work.
Ashley summed up this feeling this way:

They can give reasons why their models do not meet the requirements or the
function they have actually set out to do. They can hold [the handle of the
artefact they have made]. Oh, that's uncomfortable to hold, and it's
uncomfortable because my hand is shaped and I bent [the handle] the wrong way
here. So they can critically analyse what they have made; so they are learning
how to critically analyse.
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The appraising component is not limited to school projects. When students are
appraising, they are learning a skill which is believed to be transferable to life in the
future:
If people can become conversant with assessing technology, then people will be
able to make better decisions about its [appropriateness] in society and [we will]

have decisions based on a sound judgement rather than fear and ignorance.
[Kerry]

Summary

A design process is defmed as a type of creative problem solving process which when
used in Design and Technology helps the students to solve a problem constructively. The
process is a cyclic and structured one similar to the simple loop model described in the
literature review on pages 18 and 19. The process is also referred to as the Design-

Make-Appraise approach.

Teachers view the design component of the design process essentially as the cognitive
input in an area which has remained for too long associated with practical work. The
making is viewed as a valuable and essential component. There is also a preconceived
attitude that both designing and making may share a conflicting position inside the
process, depending upon the teacher's personal preferences in terms of teaching
methodologies. Finally, some teachers hold diverse views on when and how to perform
an appraisal.

The Effects of a Design Process
Question two relates to the effects of the inclusion of a design process on the teaching
methodologies and learning strategies.
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First Encounter with a Design Process
This research has shown that a design process has been present in Western Australia for
many years. According to one participant, it was once recommended under the name
Project Planning, and it was used in Applied Technology. In short, the teachers agreed

that the design process is not a totally new concept in Western Australia:
Design, Make and Appraise although it's part of the Student Outcome
[Statements] we have experimented with it before ... [The] Manual Arts
curriculum review recommended [to incorporate more designing]. [Ashley]
The sort of [design] process that Jam using ... I don't think it's anything new ...
This is what Manual Arts teachers have been doing since at least 1968, because
this was our direction [as per the policy statement from the Manual Arts
Teachers Association] back then. [Lesley]
[At a certain time] I was English-oriented with the design process, dabbling in it
because I taught upper school. Because we've been doing it since about the 60's,
70's. [Kerry]
Yet, the impact of the application of the design process in the school cuniculum is not
felt by teachers. Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain how effective the initial

encounter has been. It is possible that it may never have been implemented in schools:
TheoreticaUy we have had the design process in our upper school subjects for
years ... Theoretically it should have been happening in schools for the last ten or
fifteen years. [Robiu]
The actual philosophy of teaching from technology perspective have been around
for a long time. In 20 years. But nothing much has happened. The majority of
teaching is still, now, in our area, exactly as it was 20 years ago, only probably
not as rigorous. [Nicky]
The Resistance to Change

The attempts to utilise the design process in school are being met with resistance in
Western Australia. A perception prevails among Design and Technology teachers that
the future 0f their subject is at risk. Lesley is convinced that there are political moves to
phase out the subject:
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This push to lessen the skills-base of our course and going more and more into
the design, I see that purely as governmental cut backs. We are an expensive
subject to run and they want to kill us. They want to turn us into more of a
theory subject, so that we don'tcost as much, [and this] is going to alienate 70%
to 80% of the population of the school. [Lesley]
The DMA approach is also a threat to those who use a trade approach in teaching. Nicky

feels that this is so because a lot of Design and Technology teachers have successfully
been teaching, using a trade approach for years:
Let's be realistic about this [situation]. While you have got 32 periods a week,
and 22 kids in a workshop situation, and you know they are not all model well
behaved students, in fact hardly any of them are, your main thing is about survival
and while you are surviving, while you are struggling to survive, teaching the way
you always taught to the best of your ability, you are not going to embrace a
whole stack of change ... It will [be] like, being a first year out teacher again,
because you are asking people to get out in front of their class and teach
something that they have not been taught how to teach. They don't have the
basic skills; they don't have the understanding; and, in many cases they don't
even believe in it.

The teachers base their reluctance to change on errors apparently committed by some
countries in introducing a design process in schools. For example, the English encounter
with the design process is cited to back arguments against the use of this process. Critics
of the design process have already been mentioned in the literature review (Massey,
1992; West, 1989; Wright R.T., 1993; Wright, 1994).
If you look at England, they went to an extreme where they threw out all the

practical side, and basically went to design and cut out with cardboard and that
sort of thing and it did kill the subject. The students hated them. And yet, we
haven't learnt from that experience. [Ashley]
England did that 15 yf".ars ago. It's failed. They are now moving closer to our
[Australian] system. And what are we doing while they're doing that? We are
going to make sure that we fail too. Just to prove that we are better than [the
English]. [Lesley]
This fear for the future of this subject is a constant preoccupation for many of the
interviewed Design and Technology teachers:
Just on Friday I was talking with some people down in Nearbyarea and our
biggest concern was that, if we went in the direction [of] Design-Make-Appraise
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or the DMA Enterprise and Technology as a whole rather than Design, Design
Technology, Home Economics, Information Technologies [being] completely
different subject areas ... then jobs will be lost. There won't be the need for as
many teachers and our subject area, as it is, will be lost. And so, it is a big
concern with the teachers that that would happen. [Ashley]
Certainly, the DMA approach remains an ambiguous one for the teachers. On the one
hand, the literature pertaining to this subject presents it as a process strand used to
facilitate the achievement of the technology outcomes proposed by the Students
Outcome Statements. On the other hand, it is perceived to be suspended like the sword
of Damocles on the head of the teachers.

The Teaching of Thinking
Traditionally, students in technical subjects have not been encouraged to think. The
thinking part of the design process was usually done by the teacher, and Kerry thinks this
prevented any real learning taking place:
Teachers in themselves have been doing what the kids are doing today for
hundred of years. We would have seen a product and thought: that's a good idea
I could use in my classroom. So we went away ourselves and went through the
design process in our mind. And we used to do sketches as well, and then by the
time it got to the children it was developed. So the real thinking and the real high
level cognitive skills were done before by the teachers. The kids just followed a
recipe, that the teachers had developed. And so what we were testing then, of the
children, was their ability to follow a recipe. Not their ability to solve problems
and understand. And that's where I believe the real learning is. Now the emphasis
has shifted from that teacher-centred approach to student-centred approach,
where that job previously done by the teacher, which was done really well, has
now been pushed back to the children.
The shift from a teacher-centred approach to a studer_t-centred approach is not,
however, taking place smoothly. According to teachers, the students who have a short
attention span in the lower school do not want to spend too much time on design. So,
Kim sees that one of the main objectives is for the teacher to initiate them to think:
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I think even if you get them to think a little bit, you have done something on the
way of the design process. If they are thinking before they go and make
something, if they are just thinking a little bit then, you know, at least they have

done some sort of work on the design process in their head,
The use of the mind appears to be an indispensable condition in learning problem-

solving. It has been noticed that teachers introduce students to unconventional ways of
thinking:
[For one spoon project] I try to start to get them to think laterally. Like I'll bring
in Woman's Weekly magazines from the library, and they'll be looking through
initially for pictures of spoons and I'll say: No! No! No! We don't have to look

for pictures of spoons. We can look for something that we can use, an element of
[a] design like ... a flower that you may be using in your handle or it could be a
part of the Sydney Opera House ... maybe a treble clef symbol off a music score
in the magazine. [Chris]
Despite the belief that lateral thinking fosters the development of cognitive abilities,
Lesley thinks that the teaching of lateral thinking is not aa easy task:
[The students] either have the ability to think laterally or they don't. You caa
give them opportunities to try ... it's like the old saying: you can lead the horse to
water but you can't make it drink. We should give the kid the opportunity to try

but it should not take over their schooling.
When they are given opportunities to use lateral thinking, the students come up with
strange ideas. This situation may be viewed as unusual, and Robin advises teachers to be

open to this unusual situation:
Even if their ideas might be a bit bizarre, some very bizarre ideas have ended up
being some very good design solutions.
In fact, creativity may be developed as a side effect of problem solving activities:

One of the spin-offs of the design process is that the kids' creativity is developed
in some more than others. [Kerry]
Still, this research showed that most teachers believe that the students do not like to
think:
40% [of the students], perhaps the low ability students don't like [to think],
because they like to be told: this is what you are making; this is the plan for what
you are making; and, this is how you make it. They don't like the freedom to
chaage the plan ... They like to be told what to do. [Kim]
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The teachers' perception about what students really like or dislike is based on their own

opi.ttion. Indeed, students may have a negative reaction about designing because they are
not used to it and they have never used a different approach to Design and Technology.
In fact, students have been used to make what the teacher had already designert.

Moreover, in a sense, the design process appears as a revolutionary concept which
cannot function in an old setting. For it to be fully implemented, existing teaching
methodologies will have to be radically changed to fit a student-centred type of

education.

Coupled with the students' perceived unwillingness to think, students are said to be
reluctant to make decisions even when they are offered the possibility of choosing their
own project:
Most of the kids would sit there [and say:] but what am I going to make. And
you say: well anything you like. And they also beg: please give me a plan, pleaEe
give me something to make. [Ashley]

Ashley's observation seems to conf1m1 the point that the students have been so exposed
to a particular way of doing things that they may not feel confident enough to operate
differently. Viewing the problem from another perspective, it could be said that the ones
who should change are the teachers themselves. H for example, the students are given
the knowledge of how to produce a plan by themselves, there may be no need for them

to rely solely on the teacher. However, the research has noted that only a few studies
have been done on the development of critical thinking in technology education. This
makes it difficult to back the point that problem-solving skills may be easily transferable.
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Relevance of the DMA Approach

In Manual Arts, traditionally, every student makes the same product, using the same
materials and the same dimensions. Chris compares teaching in Manual Arts with
teaching which is done in kindergarten:
The way that we have taught Manual Arts in the past [is similar to the way
teachers) taught Art at kindergarten ... They'd draw a picture on the board and

they'd say: copy this, this is how you draw sun, now copy this down. This is how
you draw a hill, draw this out, so every kid would take home a drawing exactly

the same.
By contrast, when a design process is used, the end product is much more diversified,
and from this emerges the individual talents of each student:
I think [the desigo process) teaches [the students) to realise that there isn't
always only one way of solving a problem. I think it teaches them that the teacher

isn't always the person who has the answers. That we can give them some
resources and we can give them some skills and guidance, but [that] within
themselves, [they] have got a lot of ability to come up with their own unique
idea. It gives them self confidence to think that they may come up with an idea
and make it and see it through to the final product being completed. [Chris]
The teachers tend to invest much time and energy to teach students the concepts of the
design process, because they feel that students lack an early contact (at primary level)
with the design process:
There are not very many students, capable of going out and designing a project,
unless they have had the design process, started right from primary school ... And
I think once [we start with the K to 12 curriculum] then they may be better when
they come to high school, and they may have more ideas about the design
process. But at the moment, we are still, to a large extent. helping the kids in
their design part of it. [Kim]
Certainly, the design process is not seen as an easy concept to teach:
I really think that the design process is an extremely complex issue and a very
high order cognitive level. [Kerry)
The literature review has already pinpointed a study done on Western Australia which
stressed that students need strategies to be able to solve design problems
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effectively (McGirr, 1985); but, not much is known about what goes on in the mind of
the student who attempts to solve design problems in technology education.

From a practical point of view, Ashley sees the use of the design process as being a time
consuming activity:
Because doing student outcome and also the Design-Make-Appraise, you do lose
a little bit of time because it takes that time to do the design process.
However, the general consensus is that the DMA approach is perceived as being

purposeful:
I can see Design, Make and Appraise is important in that that's teaching the
students to think rather than: here's the model, make it! [Ashley]
Robin concludes that, through the design process, students learn to master a new set of
skills much more relevant than those offered by the traditional Manual Arts course:
[The things that I include in] my courses are those things: that kids know how to
access information, they know how to do something, to analyse that information,
and synthesise it, and utilise it in some effective way. Now, if I have taught kids
how to do that, then I have won.
The set of skills or competencies mentioned by Robin fits well within the aim of

technology education as proposed by the Australian Education Council (1992) which is
to make the people in Australia technologically literate, innovative and resourceful,
skilful and responsible.
The Training of Teachers

Responsibility of universities
This research showed that a design process was not taught in all Western Australian
schools, in part because of the teachers • initial training and that current

pre~service

teacher training wac; still inadequate. It was felt that most, if not all, of the lecturers did
not have a background either in technology or in the design process:
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[Most of the lecturers] don't understand what technology is about. It's not
overlaying the design process on what we do now. It's changing the entire
thinking and I don't know how we do that, unless we have a complete outlook.
[Robin]
None of us have been trained to teach from Design, Make, and Appraise
perspective. Even students coming out of tertiary institution now have not. I had
them here as long term prac-students, they are not prepared at all. [Nicky]

So rather than rock the boat and have an unpleasant working life, it's easier in the
Australian way: I will slide in with, do the same as the rest, and I would dabble a
bit in this new technology. And that's what happening at the moment. The
younger ones are dabbling. [Kerry]
Thus this situation reflects what is being done at lower secondary school level.
Moreover, as the Student Outcome Statements are still in draft form, the teachers are not
sure about the proper method in which technology should bo taught in schools. And

although both schools and universities are trying to combine some new ideas on
outcome-based education v.ith traditional teaching, they still have to teach the traditional

approach due to lack of direction from the Education Department.

The fact that some of the Manual Arts teachers come from trade backgrounds and were
employed at a time when the Education Department was short of teachers, was posited
as another reason why certain people may find it hard to teach the process:
Some of our Manual Art teachers are barely literate. [Robin]
When I went to teacher's college I realised that granunatically I was ignorant,
most kids in primary school were better at grammar that I was, and I had to take
grammar courses at teacher's college, to learn English grammar. For god's sake I
was born in the country. I have never known any language other than English.
Yet, I didn't have a good comprehension of English grammar. [l.esley]
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Role model
Finally, because it is a conunon view that the design process and Technology are not
being properly taught, tbere are no role models or curriculum change leaders who are
prepared to risk that change:
I don't think that we have got the role models there ... There [are] few true real
role models out there. [Kerry]
·
Unfortunately there are not too many [curriculum change leaders] around. The
ones probably that are ... they get sent to the country: they can't get back to the
city. [Nicky]
I would say [out] of the 600 Manual Arts teachers, there would probably be at
the top of that 20% who may be [even] if they haven't had any pre-service
training in technology, but [they] have an inherent understanding of it, because
they've got that sort of mind. [Robin]
Still, Kerry and Robin felt that Manual Arts (or Design and Technology) teachers have
the knowledge and skills to solve problems and to do the design process:

Manual Arts teachers have an enonnous wealth of knowledge to draw on. They
can solve problems. [Kerry]

How are we going to do the design process when the only people who have any
idea about it, and they deny it, are the Manual Arts teachers? [smiles]. [Robin]

Summary

The research found that the design process has not apparently affected the lower

secondary school curriculum albeit recommendations were made in Western Australia
more than twenty-five years ago. The inclusion of the design process in schools is still

being met with resistance. In fact, some of the users of the design process are not totally
convinced about its suitability and they view the move to using design with suspicion and
fear. Moreover, teachers have an apprehension that if the process is fully implemented,
the teaching and learning of manipulative skills will disappear.
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A salient feature of the design process which emerged from this research is its effect on
the teaching of thinking to students who traditionally have never been exposed to
thit1king strategies. Teachers feel that there is a scarcity of curriculum change leaders in
schools. Resentment is felt by the teachers who blame both the teaching institutions and
the Education Department for their inefficiencies in devising a proper teachers' training
scheme for the teaching of Technology. This creates a situation where teachers feel
alienation vis-iz-vis this new technological approach. This research also found that there
exists a hidden feeling of anxiety concerning a perceived lack of leadership and direction
on the part of the teachers.

Assessment of Students' Achievement
Question three relates to how teachers assess students' achievements in Design and
Technology.

Assessment

Quantitative assessment
Quantitative assessment is one type of assessment done in Design and Technology. In
quantitative assessment the teachers look for specific skills. These skills are linked with
certain criteria which are chosen by the teacher. The teachers usually break the different
skills into manageable portions to which a certain amount of marks are allocated. Nicky
gives some detail about the example of a break down of marks for a specific project:
Before we started the actual project, I would have told the kids that I'm going to
assess [the given] project on these criteria: you might be going to get ten marks
for your thinking skills and I'm going to look at how original your designs are; I
might give you ten marks for your actual sketching ability; I might give you ten
marks for your technical drawing ability, if we're going to actually do a technical
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drawing of it; I might give you ten marks for sawing; ten marks for your

chiselling and so on.
This research found that it is this breaking down of the marks (which appears in the
teacher's marks book) which can show e•.actly what the teachers look for when they
assess the students' achievement in Design and Technology. The parcelling of the school

project is also done to monitor attainment of certain specific objectives:
For the actual production of the model I will say the objectives way [as proposed
in the Unit Curriculum] will be easier [than with Student Outcome Statements] to
mark. Because you can look at the model and say: that's been joined well or
that's been finished or filed well. So you can look at specific things rather than
general. [Ashley]

They get a mark for the marking out; a mark for the fit of the joint; a mark for as
well they've planued it; a mark for the foil on the back; and then, a mark on the
wheels. [Lesley]

While some teachers consider it important to detail their markings, Robin considers that
the breaking down of the marks is not useful to everyone:
Teachers are assessment locked. It's not the fault of the Education Department
or [of] the system to mark as much as they mark, or assess as much as they
assess. Teachers do it because of their own lack of self-confidence I think. There
is nothing in the Unit Curriculum that says people have to assess every piece of
work that kids put through. They create the rod for their own back. [Robin]
Still, some teachers feel that the breaking down of marks may serve certain purposes
such as being fair to students:
Why I go through all [these] hours of marking and adding all of these numbers up
at the end of the term when I could just go through [the works] and grade them.
Because you know what students are likely [to achieve, even though] you always
find there will be one or two surprises either up or down. And I think, that's
being fair to everybody. [Chris]

Apart from the element of fairness, the marks also serve as a basis to justify how
assessment was done:
I find that just looking at something and saying: yeah, that's just an A, is perhaps,
especially if you are young teacher, first out of college, if someone comes back
and say to you: why did you give that an A, why did you give that A, B or C? It
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also gives you somewhere to go back to and say: look this is the breaking of the
mark. [Chris]
Chris also considers that the breaking down of the marks may serve to identify and to
locate where students went wrong in a project. Thus learning is enhanced:

You can say to the students: this is where you were able to pick up a mark, this is
where you perhaps need to improve next time ... I think that perhaps the most
important person in the marks processes is the student ... We are not just marking
to put a mark on a report sheet, at the end of the semester. The marking should
be a tool whereby the student can learn from that. Say, [s]he's made a mistake or
if [s]he hasn't done as well as [s]he could, [s]he needs to know where [s]he can
pick it up, where [s]he can pick up on [the] marks. And if there is a student with
you when you're marking [you may say:] so I'll give you 4 out of 5 for finish;
hum, your accuracy at marking out, 3 out of 5, because this was not quite square.
It helps to convey to the students. And I think they are the most important people
really, aren't they?

It has not been possible to understand the rationale used in marking a project in detail.

However it is felt that this system of marking does have practical utilities, for example
communicating with the student on specific points.

Qualitative assessment
A qualitative type of judgement may also be suitable when the teacher uses the design
process. Qualitative assessment may be in the form of observation, discussion or
questioning techniques:
I do [the assessment] all verbally with the kids. The kids talk to me about what
they are going to do and I simply wander round the room and observe them.
Most of [the assessment] is anecdotal, most of it is just me wandering around,
looking at who's doing the thinking. [Lesley]
Robin uses questioning techniques to work out what students are thinking:
When they work through the design folio with me, I understand where they are
coming from in terms of the conceptual development of their ideas. I know how
much knowledge they've got when I start to work through from the conceptual
stage to construction. [I] know, what sort of knowledge they have got there, how
much I have to input, how capable are they if they say: how do I put this
together. I say: how about we go in [the library] ... go and get some books and
let's have a look at all the different joints that are available, and when you come
back to me with some suggestions of joints, then we'll talk through those. I mean
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it's that's sort of assessment [that I am doing] so it's very qualitative in some
sense. [Robin]

Holistic assessment
In using qualitative assessment, teachers make use of professional judgement. In a sense,
professional judgement is a sort of holistic assessment. This research shows that the
teachers believe it is possible to fonn comprehensive judgements about the performance
of students:
Teachers are able to form good judgements about where the students are after
having worked with them over a semester period of time. [Robin]
When you have a class of students for up to say a term, you could perhaps almost
go through and say by the end of the year: !think these [students] are going to be
my As, these are going to be my Bs, these are going to my C students, your Ds.
You can almost pick them ... I just find as a teacher 90% of the time, you will
know where the student is going to end up. [Chris]
The comments made by Robin and Chris corroborate with recent literature on the issue,
namely that holistic marking is more reliable than marking each separate component of
the design process. In addition, holistic marking is consistent with the move towards
outcome-based education.

Using the Student Outcomt? Statements
The Student Outcome Statements are still being put to the test in a number of schools in
Western Australia. So, the impact of the use of the DMA approach and the type of
assessment most ar

~opriate

for Design and Technology have not been published yet.

But a number of the teachers have made comments about the use of the outcomes:
[Student Outcome Statements] is a monitoring tool. It's not an assessment tool
[but] the politicians will force us to use it as an assessment tool, and reporting
tool. It's a diagnostic tool. And that's what it is ... It tells you what kids can't do
and tells what kids can do. [Robin]
Basica1ly, the Student Outcomes Statements favour criterion-based assessment:
The Student Outcome Statements just amount to: did the child have that ability
to do it or not? Yes or No. Rather than Yes/No/Maybe. [Kerry]
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While the Student Outcome Statements appear to be clear-cut, there is a perceived

difficulty for the teachers in understanding how each different level relates to school
grades:
For me as a teacher, I will have to teach the student from level one to level eight
and make sure I have told them everything that they would need to know, to
enable them to achieve at a level eight and, it's just too much work. [Ashley]
If you look at [the eight levels] chronologically. It's about one Devel each]
eighteen months if kids progress evenly. It will take about eighteen months to go
from one level to the next. That means that the majority of the kids in your class
for the whole year [is] not going to move a level, let alone, when you only got'
em for six months for a special unit. Might be only one or two kids move up a
level, so what you are going to say for the rest? [Nicky]

Nicky has pinpointed that the work expected from teachers is indeed viewed as a difficult
and a time consuming activity:

The level of the assessment and the whole reporting quandary [of the Student
Outcome Statements] is so unmanageable. You could not possibly spend that
amount of time assessing kids and still teach that a 32 periods a week. I mean,
really what they are asking you to do, if you look at the letter of the law, is to
spend as much time, if not more time, assessing as what you do teaching. There's
not that many hours of a day.

Quality of work in Design and Technology
In assessing the work of the students, teachers have to take into account the quality of
the product. The quality of work in Desigu and Technology is said to be of lower
standard than work done in traditional Manual Arts:

Kids produce a quite reasonable quality product [in old Manual Arts] and you
don't get that same quality product under Desigu, Make, and Appraise approach.
[Nicky]
Teachers will refer again to the quality of work in Design and Technology, in another
section, when they will talk about students' need for a basic knowledge in manipu1ative
skills.
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Repercussions of Assessment

Learning by trial and error
The research has shown that the ability of students to cope with unsatisfactory

achievements in their work is a concern for the teachers. Design and Technology is
viewed as a subject where students may experiment with materials and may risk making
mistakes without being ridiculed or feeling anger and frustration. Moreover, it is said that
in Design and Technology, there is room to patch things and fix mistakes by certain

techniques which are not available in subjects like Maths or English. Thus, mistakes may
be transformed into success:
I sit down and I explain [to the students] where they've gone wrong and it is not
judgmental. It's not where you failed, let's just move, let's do this. It's: let's try
and fix it up so that [what you made]look better. [Lesley]

Bringing artefacts home
Artefacts produced at school are often taken home:
If they're making something that they are going to like, that they can sec, this is
going to able to be used at home, that's a motivation [to work]. [Chris]

The artefacts that the students produce at school are often used as a report to show to
their parents. For the students who are constantly being punished at school for
misbehaviour or poor academic performance, the bringing home of the product made in
the workshop is a concrete example of what they can achievt

~sitively

in their school

life. There is a perceived pride in taking things home, to impress the parents. A teacher
feels that the bringing home of the artefact has lots of implications. These are mainly
linked with their child's competencies and future job prospects:
[It] the teacher saw it's good enough to actually let them take it off the school
premises, it's pride for [the parents] as well. They realise: perhaps my kid, (s)he

might not be good at maths or science, but perhaps (s)he is going to, one day, get
a job, (s)he can do something. [Lesley]
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For the teacher, the bringing home reflects not only the performance of their students but
it forms an accountability link with the parents or the community:
If you have got [the spoon made at school] sitting on the table, I mean, it can
become a conversation piece. People [would] say: gee, where do you get this. No
one ever saw a teaspoon like this one before. And, people will say: where do you
get this and that ... [Chris]

For the teacher, the conununity outside the school should be infonned about what is

done at school. The teacher views the artefact as a way of describing to the parents what
their students can do, in a language which is visible to them. This research shows that the
bringing home is similar to an unwritten contract between the teacher and the

community. Thus, the artefact produced in class has to obtain public acknowledgement:
Nothing hurts me more, and it's happened a couple of time since I've been here,
nothing hurts me personally more than to find a kid's job in the bin after (s)he's
taken it out of the room [pause] because that means that (s)he's not proud
enough of what (s)he did to take it home. [Lesley]

Recognition of student's performance
Acknowledgement of student's wmk is also a matter of concern at school. This

recognition of a students' work may come from various sources. It may be peer
recognition or recognition in the fonn of encouragement from the teacher:
If someone is very good at design, then they will get recognition from the other

students that they've come up with this really fantastic idea ... When they're
working on their project, student will be coming around and say: gee, that's
really good, I think I might change mine and make mine a bit more like yours. I'll
will be giving them recognition saying: gee ... that's really a great idea. [Chris]
Participants were not explicit about the sort of ideas which found recognition from either
the students or the teachers themselves. Chris accepts that ideas from upper year
students may be adapted to design projects for lower year students. However the skills
which are associated with these ideas are not inentioned.

I even found that some ideas from [upper year] students [can be incorporated] in
programs in prior year, in year 8 programs. Some of the ideas are very very good.
[Chris]
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Summary

Design and Technology teachers are primarily concerned about achieving specific

objectives. Their tendencies to mark work in detail is based on a desire to be fair towards
all the students and to have a concrete basis for monitoring students throughout the

accomplishment of their project. There is concern about helping the students to achieve
self-esteem and self-confidence. This research also found that Design and Technology

teachers place a particular importance on public recognition of project works done by
their students.
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Teaching the Design Process
Question four relates to how the design process can be taught in lower secondary

schools.

Cfientele for Design and Technology

Students' characteristics
According to teachers, most of the students who choose to do Design and Technology
are said to be students of low-academic ability who have a short attention span.
The clientele for Design and Technology area, ... in lower school year 8s, 9s and
10, tends to be a reasonable mix I feel. Probably, tending a little bit towards the
lower end of ability, whereas, say, perhaps in Tech Drawing there will be, the ...
shift to the other direction, might be to the brighter end of the students. [Ashley]
Oh quite frankly, we tend to get the non-academic kids mostly ... I would say that
70% or better of the kids in the class are the non academic kids who are going to
end up in non academic jobs, the kids who may never like to go on to tertiary
studies and probably [they] won't. [Lesley]
Because most of these students do not view themselves as potential applicants for
university courses, they may adopt learning strategies which are different from those
students who compete for university entrance. These students do not view secondary
education

a.., a spring-board to enter university. They tend to choose the subject,

according to the teachers, because Design and Technology is viewed as a subject where
they can have good fun. Furthennore students are not required to input much mental
activity in the subject either in the classroom or at home. They have been conditioned to
expect such an approach. This conditioning is explained by Robin:
The kids are spoon fed. They live in a world of electronic visual imagery. They

do very little analytical, or critical thinking ... very little independent working,
thinking, planning and it's hard work. And they have never done homework in
Woodwork. And now we want to come down and make things with the hands
and now you are telling us we have to do some writing and some research and
some drawing before we even get into make things. And they didn't like it. It's
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sheer laziness ... [The main reason for this laziness is that] we've pampered the
kids for so long, particularly in Design and Technology, because we fight for
numbers. We haven't got a captive audience so we virtually do things that the
kids want to do rather than what is good educationally.

In Design and Technology, the students are also viewed as behaviour problems. Some of
them have trouble in all the other learning areas. They get involved in rows. They have to
carry behaviour monitoring sheets with them, and they often get suspended from school
as Lesley recounts,
I have got kids here who were holding knives to kids straight out in the
playground ... There [are] kids that I have corning in here who have been in
trouble and suspended in every single room, in every single area in the school
except this one.
The influence of the personality of the teacher on the student may be a factor which
contributes to the fact that there is a perceived imprc,vement in the behaviour of the
students. On the other hand, it could be that Design and Technology itself gives an
opportunity to the students to show their potentials in a constructive and creative way.

Selection procedure
Teachers know that the clientele which comes to Design and Technology is not the result
of chance, but rather is the direct consequence of a selection procedure at school. This
research has shown that the whole selection procedure may not offer much choice to the
students. Initially, there are certain academic (or scientific) subjects which are outside the
reach of the low-achieving students and the sole alternative is to select a subject from the
optional list offered by the school:
You might end up with twenty-two kids in that class. But only eight of them
originally want to do it. The others have sort of been shifted from other areas,
subjects which didn't run. So they just filled the vacuum. So I mean,
theoretically, you would have a class of kids all here because they choose to do it,
because they want to do it. But, in the reality of the school situation, that does
not occur at all. A few of them wanted to do it and that's why it's still stay in the
curriculum, and the rest got stuck in there. [Nicky]
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Students' reasons for selecting the subject
Students are said to have a pre-conceived idea about what is done in Design and

Technology. They think that it is a subject where the only objective is to make concrete

things. This view is shared by most respondents:
The kids [who are] coming in here come in for different reasons. Some come in
here quite frankly because they don't like any of the other options that are
available on, at that time. Others just like that making ... They want to make
something. [Lesley]
They don't like the paper work. They go to Maths and they sit down on a desk
and they write all day. They go to English, they sit down on a desk, and they
write all day. They go to Social Studie~.• they sit down on a desk, they write all
day.· .•ey like the change. They like standing and making things. And if you take
that uway, students don't like the subject. If you make students sit down and
write more, or if the students see the course as more written than practical, they
don't like it because they have had enough of that. For the rest of the day they
enjoy the change of making things and the practical side of it. [Ashley]
Some students choose certain subjects for their relevance to future job prospects. For

example, Technical Drawing is chosen because it may be useful in an engineering career:
[Students choose to do Technical Drawing because it] is linked with engineering
... so you get a lot of those engineering type students, the brighter type students
doing Technical Drawing whereas they don't see the relevance of doing
Woodwork and Metalwork. [Ashley]
But not all technical subjects lead to engineering careers. For example, other students
may choose Industrial Workshop because they want to be manual workers:
One boy decided that he wanted to make some sort of toolbox [because] he's
going to be a tradesman. He knows he's going to be a tradesman. His dad was a
tradesman before him, and it goes back multiple generations. He is quite happy
with his decision in life. [Lesley]
The results also show that the selection of subjects may be linked to gender issues:
Genderwise we may have in a class of [eighteen students doing Woodwork or
Metalwork] you might if you are lucky to have one girl in the class. Except for
jewellery of course. The jewellery is the other way round. You might have a class
of seventeen girls and one boy. [Ashley]
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Furthermore, the curriculum which is proposed to the students is questioned as b'...::ing one
which attracts only a special clientele for Design and Technology:
And yet [teachers] don't actually look at the curriculum itself, and say: oh
perhaps this is the curriculum that attracts them ... [KerryI
Traditionally, the school curriculum contains an inherent bia:; in that it favours academic
and scientific subjects which rank at the top of the list. In practice, the technical subjects
are chosen by the Jess able students. These technical subjects put emphasis on the
develllpment of motor-skills. Thus the ••yllabi for these subjects have been designed to
cater for the needs of the less performing students. Design and Technology has retained
much of the vocational aspect of old Manual Arts. This situation accounts for the fact
that basically, the course contents have not been significantly altered.

Learning Experiences

Teachers experimenting with different approaches
The curriculum proposed for Design and Technology is one which is not clear. Teachers
are trying to manage changes such as the inclusion of technology in the curriculum or the
move towards

outcome~based

assessment. So, in the teaching of the design process,

teachers are faced with many concerns. One of these concerns is to get the students
interested in what they are doing at school:
I only really want to equip the kids, at any one time, with the minimum amount of
infonnation they need to know to get on with the job so that they stay interested
and excited and they've got some ownership in it and I haven't sort of bored
them to death. [Nicky]
Another concern is which type of approach should be used to expose children to
techniques of design and to have a good knowledge of materials. Teachers are trying
different approaches. One of these approaches is the trial of a tri-cycle arrangement
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where either a woodwork or a metalwork or a design teacher will have a group of
students for a number of hours every week on a rotating basis. The main problem
generated by this arrangement is that it is difficult to relate each bit of knowledge in a
natural rnd hannonious way because each group of students would have been exposed in
a different order to each of these bits of knowledge:
[We have three different groups] ... So [group] AI comes to Design Drawing.
[Group] A2 goes to Wood. [Group] A3 goes to Metal. Aod then that group
moves around. So, in say group A3, I don't see [the students] until the third
week into; so they have already done some materials and have not done any
Design Drawing. So you can't do a design folio related to the materials because
of this cycle ... [Robin]
A third concern is the teaching of design as an alteration of one part or more of an
existing artefact. In these situations, the teacher designs a piece of work, and the
students are allowed to modify it either partly or wholly.
The design that I started with my lower school kids is simply alterations ... I give
them an exercise which is a basic exercise. They all have to do it. But there are
parts of it where I say: what do you want to do here? [Lesley]
A fourth concern is to introduce the students to different concept and technique options
in designing and making. The teachers have found that teaching the design process is a

dilemma. They are unsure whether or not to teach design first or to teach

psycho~ motor

skills first. In a school situation this may create confusion as far as the most appropriate
learning experiences should be. Ashley's sc,lution to this problem was to teach the
students three different processes and to allow them to use any of these options in their
design under specific criteria:
We have just finished making a garden tool and I have given them two different
types of metal ... I have shown them three different ways to join those two pieces
of metal together and then [said:] based on your knowledge on how to join these
pieces of metal together, I want you now to design a garden tool ... and join the
two pieces of metal together in one of the three ways I have shown. So they have
the options then, and the flexibility as well, to make their own model that suits
them and use the appropriate jointing. [Ashley]
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Basis in skU/s
Material knowledge is viewed by teachers as a prereqoisite for the teaching of a design
process:
I don't believe that we can expect kids to design well, or even to design poorly,
without knowing anything about wood or plastic or metal, without having any
materials knowledge. So my personal belief is that we should be giving the kids
the basis in skills. [Lesley]
Each teacher invents an approach most suitable to the students' needs and to the school
environrn!nt and resources:
I don't think you can just teach design-design-design, because the students need
at some time to learn the skills, and sometimes the best way of teaching the skills
is through a selected project which you know is going to cover all those skills.
[Chris]
We do a skill-jointing exercise which I say to them is my way of knowing their hand
skill at the beginning of the course. [Lesley]
In Woodwork ... I actually get them to practice some basic skills on a piece of
wood first, to get an idea of the materials and processes and their own level of
skill ability. And then we look at their talent and try [to] get them to design
something they can sort of make, having got an understanding of the materials

and processes. [Nicky]
With my year eights, early this year, they only do one semester one period a

week. Most of their projects are sort of a lock step project, skills orientated, but
towards the end we get them onto design, where they make a train, and then they
actually have to make a carriage to go with the train they've made. So they've
made the train and they've learnt the skills, and then they've got to design a
carriage. [Chris]
The importance of the skills is that as they go through from year 8, year 9 and
year 10, they are building a repertoire of skills that they will then be able to use
for upper school year 11 and 12 to make much more cor1tplex models or tasks. H
you haven't got a skills-based, and you come into year 11, to make a model it is
extremely difficult to produce a quality product [to satisfy the] high level
standard required by the SEA. [Ashley]
In general, the teachers feel that students need a repertoire of skills to be able to start design

properly. However, none of the models of a design process descnbed in the literature review
put stress on the necessity for a background knowledge in manipulative skills.
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Based on what the teachers have shared, it is understood that a non-directional model of a
design process is appropriate to that level of students. This may give them flexibility to start
the process at the manufacturing stage for example. And then, they may either go to the ideas
generation or the appraisal stage, or to any other stage, depending upon how the class
respond to this type of learning experience. It is also understood that the teacher may he faced

with new managerial challenges.
Modelling
Modelling is used to help students make up their lack of competence in drawing:

[I provide them with] modelling materials such as cardboard, foam, sticky tape,
glue so they can actually work much like they did in primary school ... We might
make a series of models ... we have to keep all those models, we might then draw
the model in some form so we've got a record of the models, and then break the
material down and re-use it. [Nicky]
Modelling is not restricted to the use of modelling material only. Drawing is also viewed
as one form of modelling. Teachers are concerned about the the type of material to be

used for modelling. However, the real issue is that, in the literature review, the modelling
of ideas in the mind and the modelling of ideas in reality are viewed by proponents of
technology education as the cornerstone of capability in Design and Technology

(Marsden & Marsden, 1994).

Physical resources
Modelling is also done on computers although computers are not primarily or solely used
for this purpose in Design and Technology. In fact, students use computers for drawing.

Still, teachers fear that basic (manipulative) skills will he lost:
[Most of the kids] are going onto CAD drawing, Computer Aided Design
drawing. I think that their sketching techniques are going to suffer. We've got to
watch that we don't loose that ... I think we have got to be very careful, because,
i!' the kids can't even sketch what their ideas are on paper, then we're lost ...
Your initial sketches have got to be put down from the brain to the paper. And
then it goes from there to expand on the computer. which is okay ... I think
there's a fine line, that if we go too far on the design process, we are going to
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I 'Ose that on the skills, some of the traditional skills, not only on the sketching
side but also on the band skills from Woodwork and Metalwork for ever. [Kim]
I haven't been taken down to use the computers, but [for] quite a few students
that hand their design brief in, there is work that has been done on the computers.
Some have even [used] drawing packages to do their sketches. I've been quite
impressed that they're using the computers. Now both for the presentation and
also for their drawing. I find though that you've got to be careful not to be
swayed too much by the fact that some kids presented his all on a computer ...
It's really the ideas that you're looking for. [Chris]
The integration of CAD and folio preparation is becoming a reality in schools which are
sufficiently equipped with computer resources. The computer is taking over certain

repetitive tasks; and in the design area, it also guarantees a reasonably high standard in
the quality of the drawings or the presentation of students' work. However, this issue
was raised by teachers from the private schools only.

In their search for ideas, both the Design and Technology teachers and the students are

using the library more often. Indeed, students are encouraged to do some research before
actnally making a project:
I take the children a lot to the library. I set them problems and I take them away
from the workshop environment into a place that is intrinsically a learning
environment, seen as a learning environment, where there [are] lots of resources
... Previously, Manual Arts teachers have never ever been into the library because
it's traditional. [Kerry]
It was traditional also for teachers and students to compartmentalise places for practical

work into wood workshop and metal workshop. This research found that composite
rooms are not yet a reality in many Western Australian schools. However, because of the
nature of the DMA approach, teachers are considering the necessity of setting up
composite rooms. Still, this research did not find that it is an issue, as most teachers are
still teaching Design and Technology from a one-subject approach:
If you are looking in particular at a Design-Make-Appraise approach, a
composite room would be a good room for [composite projects]. But I think
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[that] in the early start in year 8 and year 9 in your skills teaching, you would
need to make sure that you taught the kids that (the different materials] actually
go together ... Otherwise [the] kids themselves tend to separate [these materials]
in their mind. [Lesley]
This view of Lesley may not be generalised. Still, it shows that, from the teachers'

perspective, students appear to have pre-conceived ideas about what is expected from
them in Design and Technology. Certainly, the students in Design and Technology may
have been exposed to ideas which are no more relevant to the direction taken by

technology education.
Needs

Support documents
Teachers believe that an urgent matter which should be resolved for teaching to be

effective is the provision of curriculum material for teaching:

There is no [technology support document in] Western Australia ... And to me I
don't know whether it's arrogance or ignorance, but no one up there in that
central office seems to [be concerned about this matter] ... because it's going to
cost them money. I don't know how we are going to get to Technology if we
don't know what we are teaching to get there. [Robin]
There is a perceived need for curriculum writers who have a solid background in the
subject. At present, teachers view most curriculum writers as being people who are cut
off from the day-to-day reality of the school environment. Both the credibility of their
actions and the validity of their work are questioned:
The people who have put together [Student] Outcome Statements in the main,
are not teachers. They are sort of politicians and professional career curriculum
people. You know, if they have written the course and then went into a school
for three years and taught it successfully, then a few more people [would] want
to listen to them. [Nicky]
There is a perceived view among the teachers that the curriculum should be provided to
them. However, there are examples of people who are working on syllabuses and
support documents whJch are best suited to their school and community. In this sense, it
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may be expected that more and more teachers will be involved as curriculum developers
inside a team at school or in the community.

Teaching graphical communication
Another urgent issue which it is felt should be addressed concerns graphicacy or the

ability to communicate graphically. It may be that the student is not able to communicate
her or his ideas and therefore the teacher is w1able to assess the student work properly as
the student cannot detail her or his problem solving procedures in a clear manner:
The kid ... may be solving the problem in the mind, but he may have a problem,
he may have trouble with his fine motor-skills and his sketching and so on,
getting his ideas on the paper. He may have these brilliant ideas, but actually
getting them down onto paper [may be difficult]. And we can't assess what's
going on in his mind. We can only assess what we have seen coming out of the
paper. [Chris]
In general, the teachers are fully aware of the students' inability to express themselves

graphically:
We have to be very careful about limiting the creative process to a kid's v.bility to
draw, because most of them can't draw very well. So you have to look at other
ways of them communicating what they want to make besides the drawing.
Otherwise you block off75% of the kids because they can't draw. It's very hard
to get kids to draw something they haven't yet invented. [Nicky]
Quite often, I do the drawing for them, a bit like the old police identikit thing, you teD
me what you want and I will draw it for you. So they feel that success. They can sec
their ideas going on to paper. And then the next time they're usually more confident
to give me a drawing. [Lesley]
It's very hard for anyone whether it's a child or an adult designer to actually take
the idea that's in their head and communicate it to someone else who does not
have the same sort of knowledge. [Robin]
One of the skills, the earlier skills we should teach, if we are going to teach this
design process successfully is to be able to have the kids express their ideas
quickiy. [Kerry]
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The views shared by the participants clearly indicate that there is an urgent need for
students to learn how to model their ideas. When this issue is solved, it is expected that
students will have acquired an <'ssential tool towards technological capability.

Technology Curriculum

The Technology and Enterprise learning area
The success of the design process in school depends mainly on an educationally relevant
technology curriculum. There is a perceived suspicion amongst teachers that the design
process has been included in the Technology and Enterprise Learning area as an attempt
to link some mismatched subjects together:
[We] have ... the big 4: English, Maths, Science and Social Studies ... then there
was a floating group, out to the right and then they threw an umbrella over them
or a rug and said: well we'll call them Technology. So we've got all these groups
mounted together. Sn we sort of start the thinking: well, we've got to put them
in an area What links them together? What is common? And I suspect that one
of [the reasons] was this Design-Make-Appraise, which really loosely equated to
a problem-solving process. So if you call them the problem-solving process then
the Business people can squeeze into it, the Home Economics people can squeeze
into it. The Media people can squeeze into it. Under a very sort of loose thing.
But it's a process. It's not technology as the, whole thing ... what we are trying
to do is we've built a curriculum around what was there previously. We had
previously Home Economics, Maoual Arts, Media type things. So we built the
curriculum around them ... We tried to, put a square peg in a round hole by
bashing it and moulding it into to suit it. [Kerry]
There is concern that there is no rationale for the inclusion of the design process in some
subjects which have no relation to Technology. Hence, Technology appears as an
isolated subject which has no deep historical roots. Therefore, the reduction of the design
process (which is in fact the methodology used in technology) to a problem-solving
process which may be applied to Physical Education, for example, is perceived as
ridiculous. There seems to be a need for the Education Department to make clear its
position concerning Technology Education:
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The Education Department does not understand Technology. They are looking at
eight learning areas. Technology is just a nuisance one that they keep sticking
down the end. What they're concerned about is English, Maths, Science and
Studies of Society, [Physical Education] and maybe LOTE. We don't have a
champion, we don't have anyone out there who is saying to the Education
Department: you better get into gear about Technology. We have not got
politicians doing it. We have not got industry ... [Robin]
It is of concern to teachers that the design process does not equate with Technology and

that the focus of Technology Education should be on Technology itself and not on the
design process. Students' exposure to the design process at an early age is questioned.
The concern is that the curriculum may be based on a random selection of design process
or design briefs without any reliable course structure to support the teaching:
[Given a briet] to design a wooden toy ... as a Technology teacher what I would
do, would be that I would look at how humans develop [movement] ... like [in]
cams, gears, levers. So I would have some activities that expose the children to
those types of things ... Then I would use that knowledge in a synthesis to design
a wooden toy that incorporates that movement. Now in a lot of the design books
they just do that. The end. And then somehow, the poor student has got to have
the maturation to actually realise that one of the ways that humans develop
movement in little wooden toys is cams. Then they've got to go and find out
about cams ... they're doomed to fail because they put the cart before the horse.
[Kerry]

The main argument in Kerry's statement is that the design process should not be used to
teach Technology, that the design process will not transfonn any subject automatically
into a technological one, for the design process is only part of technology. The point
made by Kerry may be construed as a suggestion that Technology - and not the design
process should be at the foreground of the teaching of technological capability in school.

Summary

This research found that effective teaching of the design process may be achieved only if
certain conditions are present. It is of concern that the clientele for Design and
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Technology comes from a group of students who have not voluntarily selected the

subject. This rese!!fCh showed that teachers are experimenting with different approaches
through trial and error. The perceived priorities are:
1. the provision of a selected repertoire of basic skills to students;

2. the development of the graphical abilities of students;
3. the designing of curriculum material; and

4. the shift of emphasis to technology instead of the design process.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Concluding Observations
It is of concern to the Design and Technology teachers in this study that the futwe of

technology is uncertain. Changes occurring within the school curriculum are coupled

with changes occurring within the education system in Western Australia. Both changes
are having a direct impact on Design and Technology. The inclusion of the Design, Make
and Appraise approach in the Technology and Enterprise learning area is considered as
an uncertainty factor which prevents this learning area from having clear-cut boundaries

and expectations of prellictable results.

There is concern that moves by the educational authorities to introduce the design

process as a central element to Technology Education is generating more problems than
solving existing ones. One of the underlying causes is that the teachers themselves are

experiencing difficulties in grasping the concept of the design process. Changes
occurring in the school curriculum, as far as Design and Technology is concerned, are
creating apprehension. Some teachers seem to be afraid of losing their jobs, as their trade
background expertise may become increasingly irrelevant within the new learning area of
Technology and Enterprise. As a result students also are likely to be disadvantaged.

This research found that a design process is being used in an environment which is
structurally inappropriate to the teaching methodologies suggested by Christensen &
Martin ( 1992) or Williams (1987 & 1991 ). For example, in using a design process,
students should be given the opportunity to use, in a safe way, any material they want to .
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include in their design. But this is not the case in practice as the teachers are still using, in
most cases, an approach based on limited materials.

Also, this research noted that the method used to assess students' work was sometimes
in contradiction with the philosophy of Technology Education itself. For example, the

literature on the issue proposes holistic marking as an alternative to the current method,
but, for different reasons, the teachers find it better to rely more on the breaking down of
marks than on their professional judgement to assess students.

The literature review suggests that the current trends in Technology Education are
oriented towards a student-centred learning approach with the role of the teacher one of
a facilitator of learning (Christensen & Martin, 1992; Williams, 1993). However, this
research shows that the transition from a teacher-centred approach to a student-centred
approa~h

is being made with much difficulty. There is a perceived fear on the side of the

teachers that their expertise will be lost and that the students will lack manipulative skills
if emphasis is placed on process instead of on the product.

This research also concludes that students have preconceived ideas about the nature of
Design and Technology. The simplistic view that Design and Technology is only about
the development of the psycho-motor domain is still ingrained in the mind of students
and their parents. Further studies are needed to understand what could be done to
market Technology not only to teachers but also to the students and to the community at
large.
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All in all, this research has shown that greater focus should be given to the underlying
methodology of the design process. Lack of curriculum materials, role models and
uncertainty as to the future of the Technology and Enterprise Student Outcome
Statements are all factors relevant to the teachers in this study, and significant to their

concerns when implementing the design process with their technology students.

Finally, as this research limited itself to only seven lower secondary school teachers it
may not he possible to generalise the findings to all the Western Australian teachers who

may be using a design process in Design and Technology. However, the views shared by
the participants are valuable ones, as these views may reflect not only the individual
perceptions but also, in some instances, a common feeling about some current issues in

education in Western Australia. Therefore, this study may be useful as a pilot study for
relevant future research in Western Australia.

Recommendations
Based on the interviews and their results, it is appropriate to consider a series of
recommendations pertinent to the subject of this research.
1. Considering that Technology has gathered momentum, its teaching should be made
compulsory at both the primary and the secondary levels. A committee, consisting of
the three levels of educational establishments should be set up to ensure continuity in
the teaching of Technology subjects. The committee would have the responsibility to
ensure that there is no duplication in subject/course contents across levels or
ambiguity of roles in the three levels.
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2. Teachers are called upon to play a pro-active role in shaping and directing the changes

in the teaching of Technology in educational institutions by designing appropriate
support materials for the teaching of Design and Technology. These support materials
should be designed with the active participation of members of the Design And
Technology Teachers Association (DATTA), university lecturers and curriculum

builders from the relevant government body.

3. The importance of technological projects carried out by students· should be

emphasised by disseminating infonnation in school newsletters or bulletins; displaying
the projects at school sociaJ events such as f.:Urs; and, exhibitions sponsored by both
government and private sectors.

4. Special attention should be given to the content of pre-service training courses for
Design and Technology teachers. It is also submitted that the Teaching Practice (TP)

and Assisted Teaching Practice (ATP) should include exposure to the new

technological methods and to new technologies.

5. It is recommended that universities should offer relevant units to teach Technology to
already trained Design and Technology teachers to enable them to upgrade their
knowledge and skills in this learning area.
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6. It is also recommended that students be given special courses on how to develop their
communication skills. In the context of Technology Education, special attention

should be given to how students should communicate their ideas b-aphically. Special
packages should be designed by technologists and psychologists to help students
confidently communicate their ideas.

7. Design and Technology teachers should be given clear gt.1idelines on what is expected
from them in terms of the assessment of students' work. It is submitted that suitable
assessment procedures be established, that some sort of assessment framework or
standardisation of documents be designed for reporting. Teachers should be kept well
informed about how any monitoring of standards will be performed by the Education
Department.

8. Schools should undertake either individually or in groups studies on the habits, beliefs,
attitudes and expectations of lower schools students who are in the process of
selecting subjects for their upper school life. These studies should focus on the needs
of low ability students. It is important to understand why students like or do not like
to make things with their hands. It is also important to understand why students do
not like to write or to draw in Design and Technology.
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Appendix A Name Used by Fifty-Six Schools to Denote the Design and
Technology Department

Type of School

Government

Catholic
Anglican
Other
TOTAL

Name Used
Design &
Technology
4
I

ManualJPracticaV
Industrial Arts
!9
3

2

I

I

3
26

8

Both

Nil

8
2
0
0
10

6
4
I
I

12

Source: 1995- Secondary School Index Questionnaire file, Department of Teaching and Curriculum Studies, Edith
Cowan University, Mount Lawley, Perth.
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Appendix C Letter to the Technology and Enterprise Superintendent EDWA.
Desire Mallet
15/10 Br."oside Road
MOUNT LAWLEY 6050
19 May 1995

Ms Margaret Banks
Education Department of WA
151 Royal Street
EAST PERTH WA 6004

Dear Ms Banks,
I am sending this letter to you to ask you if you could help me to get access to some
information which I need for my studies.

I am actually completing my BEd (Hons) in Design and Technology (D&T) at Edith
Cowan University - Mount Lawley Campus. For my research, I am looking at the
perceptions of metropolitan D&T teachers towards the 'design process'. I shall also
assess the educational significance of this approach and shall look at the issues linked
with it.
At this stage of the preparation of my research, I need to identify:
• all the government schools which have an 'affinity' for the 'design process';
• which 'subjects' those schools are offering to year 8 - 10 students; and,
• which high schools are trialing the Student Outcome Statements in D&T.
Your help will he useful for the selection of a valid sample for the study which I am
planning to do. Would you need any further clarification about my request, please feel
free to either contact me on the
(between 9.00 am and noon), or to contact
Mr. John McQueen, my supervisor, on the 370 6271.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours sincerely

Desire Mallet
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Appendix D Letter from EDWA

Our Ref.

506393VOI

Enqu1r1es
Branch

AUSTRALIA
161 ROYAL STREET
EAST PERTH WA 600o1
TElEPHONE (09) 264 4111
FACSIMILE (09) 264 50.15

' MrDMallet
L

Dear Mr Mallet

Thank you for your letter of 19 May regarding information on Design and Technology
in Education Department schools.
I trust the infonnation provided to you over the telephone has been useful for your
research. A Design and Technology resource centre is located at Perth Modern school.
Officers at this centre have some contact with other Design and Technology teachers
and may be able to assist you with further information.
You can contact the Resource Centre by telephoning Louis Marcus on 388 1355.
My best wishes to you in your research project.
Yours sincerely

MARGARET BANKS
LEARNING AREA SUPERINTENDENT
TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERPRISE
22 June 1995
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Appendix E- List of the Fifty-Nine Schools Considered for this Research
School
Contacted by

Nnme of Western Austrolinn School

No

Response of Design
& Technology

,
-

-<'!

--

11

'
-

r

,

22

'

-

<SENIOR

-

AY

YES

-

,
-VE

YES

+VR

38

YES.

,

--VE

43

--

"

.
.

A9

I 52

I STI

-

,

.

YRS .

?.

lllllHl<l

r

'
Key:

?
·VE

No contact could be made witb nny D&T teacher
D&T teacher/s could not panidpnte

+VE

One or more D&T teache~ accepted to participate
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Appendix F Sample Letter Sent to Fifteen Design and Technology Teachers

Desire Mallet

9 August 1995

reduwlogy reacher
LowerSecondary ScluJol,
8/JO r~Pa:thwfo/
METl?&PcJurAN AREA 6'~
Dear Tec'fv

RE: RESEARCH ON THE USE OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
I am referring to the telephonic conversation which we had in July 1995.
I am doing some research focussing on the use of the design process. You have been
identified as a potential participant for this research. Still, more infonnation is required to
confirm whether or not you may meet the criteria established in the research proposal.
To help detennine the final sample could you please fill in the enclosed "Participant's
Profile Fonn" and post it to me in the envelope provided as soon as possible.
For more infonnation, please feel free to contact me on the
Dr John Williams, at Edith Cowan University, on 370 6847.

or my supervisor,

Thanking y•Ju in anticipation.
Yours sincerely

Desire Mallet
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AlJpendixG

PARTICIPANT'S PROFILE FORM
SECTION A
In t/Ulse fast efiJii~i~-n numtlis Iliave 6een teaclifne
t!UJ fo«owtne suEjef,ts
to tlie foffowtng cCasses
ple!J.Se !;.::k

+
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[l
[l
[l
[l
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[l
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[l
[l
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[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l
[l

~]

Applied Industrial Arts
Applied Technology
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Design and Technology
Design Drawing
Design Studies
Drawing
Electricity
Electricity and Electronics
Electronics
Farm Construction
Farm Vehicles and Machinery
Furniture Woodwork
Graphic Arts
Graphics
Graphics Design
Graphics Technology
Home Workshop
Industrial Workshop
Jewellery
Mechanical Workshop
Metal Constructions
Metalwork
Modelmaking
Motors and Machines
Photography
Plastics
Robotics
Technical Drawing
Technology
Technology Studies
Welding and Metal Fabrication
Woodwork

yr8
[ ]
[ ]

..

..

[.. ]
[.. ]
[.. ]
[ ..]
[ .. ]

[.. ]

[ .. ]

..

[]

[ .. ]

[.. ]
[ ..]
[ .. ]

[.. ]
[.. ]

..

[ ]

[.. ]
[.. ]
[.. ]
[ .. ]

[.. ]

[.. ]
[ .. ]
[ ..]

For coding

'.. ' ' .. ' '

purposes
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I
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I I
_I

I
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{
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M&M
PHD

\

[.. ]

Plas

[ ..]

TO

[ .. ]

TS
W/M

I
I
l
I
{
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I

[.. ]
[.. ]
[.. ]
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[]
[.. ]

Rob

Tech

ww

.LlJ

Please underline ALL the subjects which you are teaching this year
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SECTIONB

+

I fiave. fntegrated'tlie ckstgnyrocess (err tlie t:Wtgnlne.
maliing and" a_ppratslne approacli) in my teacliinlJ c{urintJ

...,.,..

Forcodiog

4yrs
3yrs
2yrs

[ ] these past four years
[ ] these last three years
[ J these last two years
[ ] this year
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f 1
f 1

(1
f 1

+ 1 am actual{y usiniJ tlie fkstgn process ln
[]YearS
[ ]Year9

yea
yc9

(1
f 1

[ ] Year 10

yrlO

f l

+ 1 a:m.yresentCy Veing em_p(Qyet(as

[ 1a full-time teacher
[ 1a reliefteacher

+ I am wilUng to sliare aBout tliis teaclifno exyerlence
[]YES

[]NO

I Wi 11 I ( 1 I

FIRST NAME:
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER:

THANKS FOR COMPLETING TinS PRE-INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE.

;'·····-
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Appendix H Table Showing List of Subjects Taught by Participants

Table4
Subjects Taught by Participants During the Last Eighteen Months Prior to the Interviews

suamcrs

TAUGHT

[Period February 94 - July 95]
Applied Industrial Arts
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Design and Technology
Design Drawing
Design Studies
Drawing
Electricity
Electronics
Furniture Woodwork
Graphics
Industrial Workshop
Jewellery
Mechanical Workshop
Metal Constructions
Metalwork
Modelmaking
Plastics
Robotics
Technical Drawing
Technology
Technology Studies
Woodwork

PARTICIPANT

1

2

3

4

* * *
*
*
*

*

* * * *
*
* * *
*

5

*
*
*

6

7

*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
* *
*
*
* *
*
* * * *
*
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Append!..~

J Interview Schedu 1--:
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

PARTICIPANT
DURATION
VENUE

JJesign and Technology teacher who uses the design process
in lower secondary school -metropolitan area, Perth, WA.
60MINUTES
At place agreed by both participant and researcher.

*********************************************************************
INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEW
I am very glad you have accepted to participate in this research. I am
research on the use of the design process in schools.

~oing

my

For practical reasons it is easier for me to record the conversation. I would need your
permission in that matter. I will take all the precautions to guarantee confidentiality.

Do you wish to ask me any question about the study or do you feel that it's okoy for

us to start?
[If' response is positive:

TEST EQUIPMENT
while participant is signing the
'"Statement of Disclosure and Informed Consent Form"]
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
START INTERVIEW
First of all, I would like to have an idea about your own definition of the design process

~

What does the design process mean to you ?
=>How would you describe it to a lay-person ?
=>Why have you chosen to use the design process ?
~ What do you consider to be the main elements of the process ?
~ Why are these elements in the design process important ?
=> Which elements are the most important ones ?
=>How do you view the DMA approach ?
~ What are the advantages of using the process ?
~ What are the advantages for the teachers?
=> What are the advantages for the students?
==:- What are the disadvantages of using the process ?
=>What are the disadvantages for the teachers?
=>What are the disadvantages for the students?
~ How do students feel about using the design process ?
=> What makes them feel this way ?
=> When do you use the design process ? In which grade ?
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=>For which group of students is it appropriate ?
=>Why do you feel that it is appropriate for them ?
=> How do you teach the different elements of the process ?
=>What would you suggest to improve the leaching of the design process ?
. => Could there he a link between the design process and the Stndent Outcomes
Statements? [If 'yes': what sortoflink ?]
=> Are students keen to use the design process ? Why are they keen to use it
=>As a teacher, what are you main concerns about the design process?
=>Why do you tbink that the design process has been included in the syllabus?
=>What hurdles do the new university graduates have to cross in order to be able to
use the design process effectively ?
=>Do you believe that there are pressures to force people to use the design process ? [If
'yes': Who put the pressures ? Why do they put the pressures ?]
=>How do you assess your stndents (artefact & process)?
=-!> According to you what are the main issues linked with the assessment of student's
outcomes?
=> If you have to suggest a weightage for the assessment of the artefact and the process
what would you suggest ? {When would you use that weightage ? Would you always
use the same weightage each time? Why ? }
=>What type of challenges have you experienced in assessing students who used the
design process ?
=>How do you assess the students' folio?
=> How can the Design Folio be used to reflect appropriate students achievements in
Design and Technology?
=>What are your students' views on homework ? What are your views on this matter?
=>How can it affect the teaching methods ?
=> How can the design process help to enhance learning ?
=> How can problem-solving be taught through the process ?
I thank you for your time !

STOP INTERVIEW

*
*

WRITE PROTECT TAPE
LABELTAPE

' PLACETAPEINSECUREPLACE
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Appendix K Sample Pre-Interview Letter Sent to Participants
Desire Mallet

22 August 1995

'Happy I ....tfwviewe.ep~p!.ac,e,

SAMPL£, 6XXX.
Dear 'Happy
RE: Research on The Design Process

I wish to thank you for responding positively to my request.
I am looking forward to our meeting. The interview is expected to last for about 45-60
minutes. At this stage you may wish to note that my interview will focus on the following
points:
• your definition of the design process;
• the benefits of the process;
• the challenges encountered;
• the types of design process suitable for students; and,
• the assessment in outcome-based education.
I wish to stress that your opinion is not expected to reflect that of your educational
institution or that of your colleagues. The interview will be audio-taped, but
confidentiality will be safeguarded.

The data collection will be done in the period 28 August to 8 September. The place, date
and time for the interview will be arranged on the phone.
I wish to thank you for your co-operation.
Yours sincerely

Desire Mallet
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Appendix L Statement of Disclosure f..atd Infonned Consent Fonn

STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE
AND INFORMED CONSENT
The aim of the project is to investigate teachers' perceptions of how the
design process should be used to demonstrate st! !dent outcomes in Design
and Technology. i"chools where potential participants are recruited have
been identified according to the design/technology subjects they offer and to
their reported 'affinity' for the design process. The participants for this project
have been partly identified on the basis of their willingness to be involved in
the study.

Each participant will be inteiViewed individually by the researcher for
approximately fifty minutes. The inteiView will be audio-recorded. There is no
d1scomfort or risk involved. Subjects will be given the opportunity to voice
their personal ideas, views, feelings and thoughts on design and technology.
This type of research may assist to better understand what is involved in the
design process; and this understanding could contribute to the improvement
of Design and Technology teaching, and thus be of benefit to students.
Any questions concerning the project entitled
Perceptions Of Design And Technology Teachers About The
Utilisation Of The Design Proces.s

can be directed to
of

on

Dr John Williams

(SupeiVisor}

Edith Cowan University, Mount Lawley campus,
2 Bradford Street, Mount Lawley 6050

370 6847

(Telephone}

I
have read the infonmation above
and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I
agree to participate in this activity, realising I may withdraw at any time.
I agree that the research data gathered tor this stuC:y may be published
provided I am not identifiable.
Participant

Date

Investigator

Date
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Appendix M Sample Post-Interview Letter Sent to Participants

Desire Mallet

10 October 1995

Cho.!ent

P~CM'It'

Select;ed, Secon.dary Sa.co:&

Let4t" Turl'll
VALIDATION, 6XXX.

Dear Cho.!ent
I am sending to you the following items:
[ 1 a computer disc;
[ 1 a typed document; and
[ 1
an audio-tape.
I would much appreciate if you could advise me on corrections you would like me to
make. You may wish to
either contact me on the phone,
or

insert missing/corrected words in bold on the

disc provided and send it back in the envelope
provided,
or

write to me about your concerns.

Please note that I have been requested by the Committee for the Conduct of Ethical
Research, Edith Cowan University, to preserve the records of my study for a minimum of
five (5) years. In this context, I would much appreciate if you could return the audio-tape
to me at your earliest convenience.
I wish to thank you again for participating in the study.
Yours sincerely,

Desire Mallet
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AupendixN Example of Hierarchical Titles Used for this Study
(i 1)

/A.hi 1 i t.y

/ability/kids

(ll 2)

····•.

(11
(11
Ill
(11

2
2
2
2

3)
3 2}
3 1)
1)

(11 2 2)
(11 2 4)
(ll z ~ 1)
(11 1)

'(ll 1 3)
(11 1 2)
(1! l !)

(;)

(6 15)
(6 3)
(6 13)

(6 4)
(6 11)
(6 2)

16 2 3)
(6 2 3 2)
(6 2 1)

/ability/kid~/dc~ign

/ability/kids/draw
/ability/kids/sketch
/.iliility/kids/.sketch/computer

I I:Wlll Ly I Lt!t~t:ht::L'

/ability/teacher/change
/ability/teacher/solve problems
/ability/teacher/teach
/assessment
/assessment/accountability
/assessment/artefact
/asseSsment/criteria
/assessment/folio
/assessment/judgement
/assessment/kids
/assessnent/kids/mood
I assessment/ kids/mood/fail
/assessment/kids/self

I A.s.c; <"!.'l.c;mPn t./flll rpr,;; P.

{6 14 1)

/assess~e~t/purpose/accou~tability

(6 8)
(6
1)

/assessme~t/raticr.ale

(6 5)
(6 7)

I aEse.::.::.-r,ent/ research

(6 7 l)
(G 7 2)
(6 l)

/asseJJment/schccl/lcwer

s

/assessment/rationale/rr~rking
~~~~c~~mcnt/~chool

/asses~ment/school/upper

/h.SE<:SSrilt::l'!t/t<:C.Ch<:l:
I;:;::;::; t!::l'~'lltt! u L/ Lt!<:~dit! r/Jtta.dd nq

(6 1 1)
(6
(6
(6
(0
(6
(J)
(7
(7

1 1
1 1
1 1
l 1
10)

IJ)

2)
3)

1)

/assessment/teacher/markin9/artefact
I assessment/teacher/marking I fa1 rness
I as sess:r,ent/ teacher /rna rking/ folio
/assessment/teacher/marking/tlme
/assessm~nt/time

/cha:.o;e
/change/causes
/change/effects
/change/effects/assessment
/change/effects/curriculum
/chanqe/effects/kid3
/change/effects/layout
/chanqe/effects/tcbers
/competing
·

1)
2)

(7 2 5)
(7 2 3)
(J 2 2)
(7 2 4)
{7 2 1)
(21)
(?.1 1 J
. '('33)
(33 1)

/t:()mpP.t.i ncr/id rll'l

(33 1 4)
(33 1 3)

(33 1 3 2)
(33131)
(12)
( 12 1)

/computer
/computer/use
/computer/use/industry
/computer/u.::e/schools
/computcr/u~c/~choolo/kid~

I computer/use/ school's! teacher
I creativity·
/credti vi ty/ ~ssessment

(23)

/t:utt'lt:ulum

Ill

/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/desi q:J
I d'!s i ;~n
/Cesig:-,
I des:..:;:-,
I riPs, qn

(1 6)
(1
3)

c

(1 11)
(1 11 ll
(1 4)

....

/ability/kids/communicate/orally

/assess~ent/presentation

(6 6)
(h H)

. .J

/~ility/kids/co~~unicata

I abi l i t:Y hids/ communicate/ graphicallY

(1 4 l)
(1 1.S)
{1 19 1)

( 1 3)

ll 3 2)
11 3 ll
(! 3 l

l)

,_ 3 l 1 :!. ;
(';1111\

process
process/assessment
process/assessment/appraising
process/benetits
process/benefits/kids
process/characteristics
process/characteristics/tchers
process/critics
process/critics/ncckups
process/definltion
p::oc~ss/ri'!fi.-.i tion/1 ayp'! rson
;:· ::c: '!S s/ :::!e: i ~i ti~.n/ <:d.~ ::-s
p::.::>cess/defini ticrdtc~e:::s/QO\"':
p ::·:cess /·:3.~ fi:u t :..v':l/ tche::s /QC'I': I sos
p~nr. .. .'~.c; t ,--ip.f

in; ':'.'I on/ r.r:'rw r .c;/ r;r. V';./ F.O!"o
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(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

16)
13 1)
18 3)
18 21
91

/design
/desiqn
/design
/desiQn
/design

(l 7 4)
(1 1 3)

/design pro~ess/elements
/design process/e~ements/evaluation
/design process/ef;ements/procedure

{1 7 1)
(1 7 2)

/design process/el'ements/research
/dc:Jign procc!lo/clcl!lcnto/nolutic•n

(1 16)
(l lG 2)

/design process/eRperiences
/design process/experiences/American

(1 16 3)

/design

(1 16 1)

/d~~l~Jii

p.c·ut:t:.::r::;/t:xpt:.dt:ll(;t::s/Br:lLi-!11!

(l 8)
(l a 2)

/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/design
/desiqn
/design
/design
/desi~n

(1 ?. 1 ?:}

/ciP..o;ign

J"lrflr.t>.'i.'i/pr.'lc:t".ir:P./r.1.'l~;.o;/t:r.hP.rR

(1 2 2)
(1 13)
(1 5)

/design process/practic~/life
/design process/sos
/design process/teaching

(1 5 1)

/design process/teaching/go·lt

(1 tl l)

(1
(1
(1
(1

8 1 1)
14)
20)
20 1)

·.(1 10)
·(1 10 1)
(1 2)

{1 2 1)
(1 2 1 1)
(1 2 1 1 2)

.!

(1 5 2}

/dc~ign

(1 1)

/design process/theory

(l 1 3)

/desiqn

(1 17)

/d<:::siqn procE::ss/thinkil"II;J

(27 3}
(27 ll

(1 21 l)
(1 ~1 ~)

(31)
(31 2)
(31 1)
(10)
l10 5)
(10 4)
(10 1)

(271
(/.7 4)

/fnt:urP.hmhjP.r:t:s

(27 2)
{35)
(35 1)
(35 3)

/industry
/industry/computer
/industry/schools

/futur~/unitc

(35 2)

/indu~try/okillo

117)

/i~~ueS·

(17 J}

/issues/financial
/issues/gender

(17 1)

..)

(17 4)

/l~~u~c:~/pullLl~al

(30)
(30 1)

/knowledge
/knowledge/types
/learning
/ministry
/ministry/change
/ministry/decision
/ministry/decision/sos
/needs
/needs/r.ids
/needs/support
/needs/support /financial

(34J
(!:1)

(5 1)
(5 3)
(5 3 1)
(32)
(32 2)
(32 3)
(32 3 2J
(15)

•

..::

. .

_
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iorgani~ation

l!S 1)

·.-~·-::"'·::':

process/theory/w~

/design process/year
idesign process/year/yrlO
/design process/year/yr8
/design process/year/yr~
/education
/education/industry
/education/practical
/finance
/finance/manual arts
/finance/projects
/finance/sos
/future
/future/manual arts
/future/sos

(1 21 3)

..)

proccnn/tcnching/privnrc

/U~c:~lgu Jnu<.:t:!~~/uulL<.:

(1 15)
(1 21)

)

pr.;.oco.'::ss/expet:iences/Aust~:<tlicm

process/learning
process/learning/advantages
process/learn'illg/advantages/kids
process/ learn{lig/ditticulties
process/learning/aifficulties/kids
process/manual arts
process/models
process/models/PRISME
pt:"ocess/perception
process/perception/teachers
process/practice
process/practice/class
process/practice/class/kids
process/practice/class/kids/work

(1 8 2 !)

I

process/difficulties/learn
process/difficulties/teach
process/effects

/n~.o:ign prnc:P:R.o:/~.ffP.c:t.l'!/work

(1 q ?.)
(1 1)

I
!

proce3s/difficulties
process/difficulties/iw~lement

/orqanisation/tirnerable

(~2)

/percep~ion

(?.?.)

/pP1"r.Ppt.1·nn

•.• .....,.,.,.;

'"'~ ••••. ·.·.·~
••• -- .-~-.-·"""""'~., •• ~----·-·-.._.,.

-~t: ,f::;"!:"':"~:'017'.::·'\.;' -·~>'i.-'"·.'~Y:::-'·: ,::_·~:<./::--,· ..·-

'

'

,.~:-.J ~~,.:~!_~~·,~~·-~;~~.>t;~:~.~.~-'··"~". ~,~;.~•.~,. -~·rm.~.~
. .~~...~..~.. ~.~.---.:t-;-~·\.~,.-.~.~•. ~.~.~..,.......----·~··

·" •· ·•·. . ••

•

··

,{22 2)
(22 2 1)

/perceptio:-t/kids

(22 2 1 3)
122 2 1 2)
(22 2 1 1)

/p~!:ceptioi'./ i:ids/ subJects/ design

(l?. 4)
"(22 4 1)

...

arts

(22 4 2)
(22 l)
{22 1 2)

/perception/people/technology
/pe rc>i!p tion/ teachers
/pcrccption/tcachcro/arcao

(22 1 2 2)

/perception/teacher~/areas/phy~ed

122 1 G)

/perCeption/teachers/design process
/perco::ptiou/ t~::e.chers/mi1\i s try

(22 l ~ 1)
(22 1 l)
{22 1 3)
(36)

.(20
(20
(20
(20

11
1 21
1 3)

1 S)

(20 1 4)
(20 1 1)
(24)

(91
(9 11
(9 31
(() 3 ::1)
(9 3 2)
(9 3 1}
(9 5)
(9 2)
(9 4)
(9
(9
(9
(9

4 3)
4 4)
4 !})
4 1)

(9 4 2)
(16)

(16 4)

(16 4 lJ
(16411)
(16 51

116 5 I}
(16 11
(16 1 1)

(16 31
(16 3 2)
(16 3 11
(251
(25
(7.5
(25
(25

1)

I v~ L'Ct!p L.i<.m/ U::!I:H;h~ L':;/mltl.i:; LL'Y /k..i 11

:;uU j t!CL

/percept!on/ceachers/sos
/perception/ teache rs/uni tc
/problem solving'
/problems
/preble~/ teaching
/problems/ teaching/design
/problems/teaching/drawing
/problems/teaching/manual arts
/problems/teaching/processes
/problems/teaching/skills
/professional development
/projects
/projects/lower
/projects/subjects
/p roj ~c:t.:; /.o:;nhj P.r.t:;:~/ j

pwq 1 1 ~ry

/proj~cts/subjects/metAl

/projects/subjects/woodwork
/projects/t:ypes
/projects/upper
/projcctc/yci'l.r
/projects/year/yearlO
/projects/year/year!!
/pr~j~cts/year/yearl2

/p L'-' j t!C Ls/y ~<!.L'/y t!C.L8

/proj ects/year/year9
/role
/role/graduates
/role/graduat'i!.s/.t'i!.aders
/role/graduates/leaders/change
/role/SEA
/role/SEA/curriculum
/role/teache::s
/role/teachers/teaching
/role/universities
I role/uni ve rs i ties/ curriculum
/role/univ'i!.rslties/proactive
/schools
/schools/government

?.)

~~~hno1~/priv~t.P.

2 1)

/schools/private/at~sphere

2 2)

(18 1)

/schools/private/philosophy
/SEA .
/SEh./TEE

(181

(19)

/!lkilb

(1!1 5)
(19 1)

/skills/analytical
/skills/cognitive

(19 6)

/skills/c~itical

(19 9)
(19 2)

/skills/manipulative

/ ~k.llb/l.i L~ c~cy

(19 2 l)
(19 2 2)

/skills/~nioulat!Ve/hand

(1~~21)

/skills/maniPulative/machine/satety
/skills/new
/skills/old
/skills/r<:!search
/skills/verbal
/sos
/sos/benefi:s
/sos/benefi:s/kids
/sos/benefits/teacher

{19 11)

{19 10)
(19 41
(19

J

/pP.rc:P.pt. i nn/pP.opl P.
/p@rc~ption/pecple/manual

/pe rcep tion/peopl oa/practical oeducation

(20)
•''·.

/perception/kids/subjects/manual arts

I pe rcep t ion./ kids Is ub j ects /phy .<; ed

(22 4 3)

(22 1 .; l

..

/percePticn/~ids/subiects

aJ

(21

(2 41
(2 4 1)

(2 4 21

/skills/~i0u1ative/rnachine

(2 4 31

/sos/be&efi:s/t~achir.o

(2 11
(?. 1)

/sos/effecr.
/~o.~/P.ffp,-:r:
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{2 1 1)
{2 1 2)

/sos/~ffect/curriculum
/so~/ effect/kids

{2 1 3)
(2 21
12 7}

/sos/effect/tchers

(7. 10)
(2 10 4)
(2 10 5)

(2 10 3)
{2 9)
{2 6)

(2 81
· 12 a 11
(31

(3 51
(3 5 31
(3 5 11
{3 5 4)

(3 5 21
(3 9)
9 1)

(3 9 2)
(3 8)

·p

a

1}

a 1 11
a 21
p a 2 11
{3

,
-·

..

. ·,

(3 10 1)
{3 10 1 3)
(3 10 1 1)
(3 10 1 4)
~3 6)
(::l 6 3f
(3 6 3 1)
(3 6 3 l l)

(3 6 3 2)

{3 2)
(3 2 4)

(3 2 1)
(3 2 2)
(3 2 3)
(3 11)
(3 11 1)
(3 11 l 1)

(l3)
(4)

(4 101

(4 91
(4

11

(4 1 1)
(4 111

(4 71
.)

/students/contribution
/students/contribution/planning
/students/contribution/planning/curriculum

I students/ cont ribut i·:.n/.s election/bde fs/ lvwe r grade
I students/f'=e!ing
/ t; L ud..:n L~ I (t:.t: 1 lug/ t:wm[o r·Li:UJl 1::
/students/feeling/uncomfortable
/students/interpretation
/students/interpretation/failure
/students/interpretation/marks
/students/mot! Yation
/students/motivation/process
/students/past experience
/students/peers
/students/performance
/students/performance/subjects
/students/performance/subiects/Enq!ish
/students/perfo~rnance/subjects/manual arts
/students/perfonmance/subjects/Maths
/students/reasons

(3 10)

..J

/students/chara~teristiGs/rnoral

(30211)
(3 12)
(3 12 1)
p 12 2:)
(3 1)
(3 1 2)
(::l l 1)

(3 41
(3 71

-·

/sos/reasons/including

I sos/ red.sons/ ind udiug/Dl1A
I ::~u~;t/ .t·~asuus/ int:l ulllug/ ~u L~L'fJ d~~
/sos/states
/sos/states/West
/sos/unitc
/sos/unitc/ditterences
/sos/unitc/sirnilarities
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